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INTRODUCTION 
"Covariance Analysis of Reservoir Development Effects on 
Property Tax Base" is based on research performed as part of a 
project entitled "The Economic Impact of Flood Control Reservoirs" 
(OWRR Project No. A-006-KY) jointly sponsored by the Water Resources 
Institute and the Burea11 of Business Research at the University of 
Kentucky and supported in part by funds provided by the United 
States Department of the Interior as authorized under the Water 
Resources Research Act of 1964, Public Law 88-379. The numerical 
calculations were completed with-the help and faciliti(;!S of the 
University of Kentucky Computing Center. 
The overall project is examining the economic qonsequences 
which resulted from the construction of four existing reservoirs in 
the hope of being able to suggest improved economic evaluation 
techniques. This is the third in a series of reports on the project 
and deals with the effects on the tax revenue available to local 
government of removal from the property tax base of large land 
areas for reservoir construction and of enhancement of flood plain 
property values by project flood storage. An approach for analyzing 
these effects is developed based on data collected for Wolf 
Creek Reservoir, Lake Cumberland, in Kentucky. 
iii 
Any comments the reader may have on the research problem, 
the approach described in this report, or the findings as presented 
are encouraged and should be directed to L. Douglas James, 
Project Director. 
iv 
ABSTRACT 
Much attention has been given in recent years to the development 
of water resources in the United States. large scale multi-purpose 
dam and reservoir projects are of particular interest. Such projects 
are traditionally undertaken after the resulting benefit has been 
found to exceed the required cost. The benefits which are most 
readily evaluated are primary benefits such as flood control, hydro-
electric power, and navigation. The purpose of this study is to 
investigate secondary benefits which i;lccrue to local economies as 
a result of reservoir construction. The particular secondary benefit 
which this study evaluates is the reservoir impact on the local property 
tax base. 
This study tests the hypothesis that a reservoir (Lake Cumberland 
was studied) has affected the property tax base in the three counties 
in which it is located so as to increase at a more rapid rate than 
that in two other groups of counties in the same area. One of the 
two other groups consists of counties in the flood plain, downstream 
from the dam, the third group cons is ts of counties adjacent to the 
first two groups. The study also seeks to evaluate the benefits to 
the property tax base in the flood-plain counties. 
The study uses the analysis of covariance model to test the 
hypothesis that the reservoir has affected the property tax base 
v 
in the impact group in a significantly different manner from the other 
two groups. Use of the analysis of covariance model separates the 
rate of change in property tax base in the affected area from two other 
areas in the same general vicinity of the reservoir. The primary 
source of data are samples of rural and urban real estate transactions. 
Secondary data sources include assessed value of real property and 
estimated market value of real property. 
The statistical analysis showed the property tax base to be 
increasing more rapidly in the counties containing the reservoir 
than in the other groups of counties, The greatest increase in 
urban property sale values was found in a town in the flood plain. 
Furthermore, the statistical results suggest that the initial loss in 
the tax base caused by land removed from the tax rolls was 
recovered in time through more rapid expansion in the tax base. 
vi 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In recent years the need to develop the Nation's water 
1 
resources has uncovered many unanswered questions. Many 
of these questions relate to the effects of water resources 
development on local economies. The subject of this study 
is the impact of one such reservoir development on the 
property tax base of a geographic unit in Southern Kentucky. 
OBJECTIVE OF TIIE STUDY 
Local governments in areas near a water resources 
faci l.i ty experience changes in tax base when the federal 
government acquires land incident to building a dam and ere-
ating a lake, Government owned lands are exempt from prop-
erty tax under the doctrine of intergovernmental immunity. 
Their purchase causes an immediate reduction in property 
tax base amounting to the value of the land acquired for 
project construction, But over a longer period of time, 
the economic impact of the dam and lake--because it pro-
vides flood control, municipal water supply, irrigation, 
1
A precise and lengthy discussion of the traditional 
methodolpgy associated with benefit cost analysis can be 
found. in George S. TolLey and .Cleon Harrell, "Extensions 
of Benefit Cost Analysis," American Economic Review, LII 
(May 1962), 459-68. -
2 
hydroelectric power, and recreation--should tend to increase government 
tax revenue as welL In addition, the expenditure needs of these loca.l 
governments are affected by the water resources facility. Thus an important 
subject for economic research is the effects of water resources facilities 
on local government revenue sources and expenditure needs. 
It is the purpose of this study to (a) develop and test a method by 
which can be ascertained the impact of large sea.le reservoirs on property 
tax revenues and property tax bases of county and other local governments, 
(b) se.lect a test reservoir by which the suggested method can be examined 
and its reliability established, and (c) provide a method which will be 
useful in projecting the impact of new or planned reservoirs on local 
government property tax revenues. 
SCOPE 
The study analyzes the impact of Cumberland Reservoir on the property 
tax base of three groups of counties in the vicinity of the lake, The 
impact of the reservoir is determined by an analysis of changes in the 
market price of urban and rural real estate, property tax levies, assessed 
value of rea.l estate, and the estimated market value of rea.l estate within 
the impact region. 
The overall scope of the study includes eight counties in the 
Eastern Area of the Pennyroyal Region of Kentucky. 
3 
county units were used because data sources are determined 
by the county political unit. The eight counties are sub-
divided into three groups. Group one includes Pulaski, 
Russell, and Wayne counties and is referred to as the im-
pact area. Land acquisitions by the federal government for 
the construction of Wolf Creek Dam and Cumberland Reservoir 
succeeded in removing 93, 277 acres from the tax rolls, 90 
percent of which was located in the three impact counties. 
The total land removed from the tax rolls in the impact 
area was 83,000 acres or 8 percent of the total land area. 
Broken down by county, the federal government purchased 
20,187 acres in Pulaski County or 4 percent of the land 
area; 28,010 in Wayne County or 9 percent of the land area; 
and 34,803 acres in Russell County or 19 percent of the 
land area. 2 
The second group of counties receives substantial 
flood control benefits as a result of the construction of 
Wolf Creek Dam and consists of Cumberland and Monroe 
counties. Cumberland County is bisected from east to west 
by the Cumberland River, was once subject to frequent flood-
ing, but has not been subjected to extensive flooding since 
2
0wnership land tract sheets, U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers, Nashville District, Nashville, Tennessee; county 
acreage data is from U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census 
of Agriculture: 1945, Statistics for Counties, Kentucky, 
Vol. I, Part 19, County Table I, pp. 39, 40, and 43. Total 
acreage before acquisition was: Russell County, 180, 480; 
Pulaski County, 432, 640; and Wayne County, 309, 760. 
4 
construction of the dam. 3 The eastern quarter of Monroe 
County is also bisected by the river. This group of ooun-
ties is referred to as the protected group. 
The third group of counties to be encompassed within 
!! I !I I l! 
J+ $i 
I 
@ 
I ~ I &< ]cl 
the scope of this study is the control group. The control !! 
group receives neither the benefits afforded the protected I 
area in the form of flood control nor losses of substantial I 
:& 
portions of the tax base resulting from government land J 
acquisitions. This group includes Casey, Adair, and Metcalfe I 
Ji' 
counti.es. These counties are in the Eastern Area of the 
Pennyroyal Region and are contiguous to the counties in the ~ 
:rr: 
two previously mentioned groups. 
It is within the scope of this study (a) to determine 
the length of time it has taken the area, which has had a 
reduction in the tax base, to recoup lost revenue, (b) to 
determine the impact of flood control benefits on property 
tax revenue downstream from Wolf Creek Dam, and (c) to 
evaluate the results of the former two areas in terms of f 
¥ 
the third, or control area. 
PLAN AND METHOD OF THE STUDY 
The question to which this study is addressed is: 
are the extent and magnitude of the effects upon local I 
3 An example of the impact of flood control benefits I 
can be best described by a discussion with an unknown farmerJ 
Friday morning, December 2, 1966, in Burkesville, Kentucky. I 
The farmer stated that the protection afforded the flood- I 
plain farmers allows farms to be prepared for spring and I 
summer planting in early winter. The danger from flooding I 
and washing away of topsoil was elim:Lnated by protect:Lon I 
afforded the area by the dam. I 
~ I 
5 
t revenue of a large scale, multi-purpose reser-governmen · · 
voir development? Local governments included are county 
governments, municipal governments and school districts in 
the general area of Cumberland Lake. The method by which 
investigation of th.is problem proceeds is statisti.cal. The 
model utilizes analysis of covariance. 
The answer to the question posed for this study is 
sought in trying to explain the variation in local property 
tax revenue and in revenue potentials withi.n counties which 
have undergone a reduction in the tax base and/or derived 
flood control benefits as a result of the construction of 
Wolf Creek Dam and Lake Cumberland. This situation was 
precipitated by the acquisition of 83,000 acres of river 
bottom and adjacent land by the federal government, land 
which is not subject to local property tax because of in-
tergovernmental immunity. The purpose of this study, as 
previously defined, is to include actual property tax 
revenue and potential tax revenue as expressed in changes 
in land values, assessed values, and estimated full market 
values of real property. 
The covariance model is applied separately to data from 
school di.stricts, urban areas, and rural areas. The co-
variance model tests the difference between various indica-
tors of changes i.n the property tax base, regressed on time. 
Time, the independent variable, begins with the completion 
of the project in 1950 and ends with 1964. The .indicators 
of changes in the property tax base are the dependent 
6 
variables, and these include samples of sale prices of 
urban and rural real property, estimated market value of 
I I 
i ll I 
urban and rural real property, assessed value of urban and I 
rural real property, and the assessed and estimated market 
value of real property i.n school districts. In order that 
vari.at.ion in county size and popula ti.on be accounted for, 
I I ill: I 
ffe); 
II i 
,, 
the latter three classes of data are reduced to a per acre "'· 
]'or instance, the ' I per acre i.n farm, and per capita base. 
regression coefficient, i.f the analysis pertained to as- I %: 
sessed value of rural property, would be interpreted as the ~ 
& 
rate of change in assessed value per acre, per acre in farm, f 
or per capita. Essentially, this method fits regression 
equations to each of the above sets of data and statisti-
* 
cally tests the significance of the variation between each 
regression coefficient. 
fa 
If the covariance test is statisti-f 
cally s ignLficant, the inference is tantamount to saying that\ 
the impact of the lake is either greater than, or less thanJ 
i the other two areas of comparison. 
The purpose and choice of this model is threefold. 
First, given the reduction of tax base i.n the counties con-I 
taining the reservoir, the model is designed to indicate 
the impact of Lake Cumberland upon the remaining tax base 
relative to the other two areas. Second, the model should 
if> 
I 
t f; 
prove to be useful as a device for predicting the effect on i 
I 
the tax base of new reservoirs and reservoirs in the planniff 
I 
stage. Third, the results wi 11 allow inferences to be made I, 
lib 
relative to the local administration of the property tax. i I I I Yi 
latter is poss :i ble because the clin n ;?;.,.~s ·i:. n .,, ,-.,. ·: t," - (;, 
··:-:property which c.an be related_ to th.e reserv:):.:.·i: ,J, 
necessarily find their way into the local trea~u~y. 
SOURCES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF DATA 
Data relating the county property tax base and tax 
revenues derived from real property to the resern;,tr ,he:. n 
the years 1950-1964 i.nclusive include, (a) sample sa: es 
data for urban and rural property transactions, (b) a.·ses,,-,d 
value of real property, in urban, rural, and school distri•t 
classifications, (c) estimated market value> ni real o·,·opf'rty 
in urban. rural, and school district classes, and (d) tax 
levies on real property in urban, rural, and school distrJ.ct 
classes. Several . classes of the above data are convETted 
to per capita and per acre bases to reduce aggregate meas-
ures to a common unit. 
The primary sources of data are; the Kentucky Depart-
ment of Revenue; Kentucky Department of Education; Deed Books 
located in the County Clerks offices in Somerset, ,}zmestown, 
Monticello, Burkesville,Tempki.nsville, Edmonton, Columl-iia, 
and Liberty, Kentucky; the 1945, 1949, 1954, and 1964 U.S. 
Census of Agriculture; and the 1950 and 1960 U .s. Census of 
Population. The Nashville District Office of the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engi.neers supplied land tract maps e!Dd data from 
which purchased acreage was obtained. The DPJ:Bl' tment of· 
Geography, University o.f Kentucky, provided m,i ps and ad vice 
which were useful in formula ting the method n.nc1 -:,hoo.s 111g the 
counties which are i.ncorpora ted within the scope of 1. il~· stud \l, 
I 
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The majo:r· portion of the data relating to property 
values, both assessed and full market value and ratios of 
assessed to market vahi,e, was obtained from the Kentucky 
Department of Revenue. 
The Department of Revenue field staff uses samples of 
real property sales to obtain annual ratios of assessed to 
market value of real property by local taxing districts. 
To obtain a bona fide market price, the following are 
excluded: (a) deeds executed pr.ior to January 1 of the 
year in question, thereby elimtnating double counting 
when the transaction occurs in December of one year but 
the deed is not executed until January or later the follow-
ing year, (b) sales between close relatives, (c) foreclosure 
sales and sales to public utilities, governmental units, 
religious and charitable Ol"ganizations, (d) sales of $1,000 
or less, (e) sales which combine real and personal property, 
and (f) sales wherein the buyer assumes the balance of a 
4 
mortgage owed by the sellero After all such sales have 
been elimi.nated, the assessed value of property included in 
the sample i.s obtai.ned from the County Tax Assessor's Off ice 
and the ratio of assessed to sales value is determined, 
Property i.s also classifi.ed by the following types: farms 
and acreage, residential, and cornmerical or industrial. 
Prior to 1956, cornmerci.al and industrial property was in-
cludad in the urban or residential classification. 
4Format for sample selection was provided by the 
Kentucky Department of Revenue .• 
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After the Department of Revenue receives the listed sale, 
a questionnaire telating to the transaction is sent to 
both the buyer and seller. If the buyer and seller report 
the same sale price, and this sale price agrees with the 
revenue stamps in the deed book, the transaction is in-
cluded in the Department's sample. This data is on file 
in Frankfort, beginning in 1954, for each county in the 
state. 
In order to augment the Department of Revenue's sample, 
the deed books located in the county seat in the prescri.bed 
counties were studied for the years 1950-1953 inclusive. 
Every effort was made to include only those transactions 
which correspond to the Department of Revenue format. 
Assessed value of real property is obtained from the 
An.nual Report of the Department of Revenue. The data is 
compiled by the Department of Revenue from the annual re-
ports submitted by the county tax commissioners. Because 
the years 1950-1953 inclusive do not include a commercial 
and industrial category, commercial and i.ndustrial property 
is combined with residential property to form what this 
study refers to as urban property. This is justified be-
cause prior to the establish.ment of the distinction between 
the commercial and industrial and the residential classes, 
these two classifications were included in an assessment 
group labeled "lots". The farm and acreage class has re-
mained the same throughout: the years 1950-1964. 
The full market value of real property is obtained by 
multiplying the respective ratios of market value to assessed 
10 
value for urban and farm property by the assessed value 
for each class. Rati.os for each transaction are computed 
and arrayed in descending order from high to low. The median 
ratio i.s then selected as the inf la tor. Finally, the esti-
mated market value of real property is determined by inflat-
ing assessed values by the assessment ratio. 5 
Assessed value for common and independent school dis-
tricts is also obtained from the Status Report, Kentucky 
Public Schools, a publication of the Kentucky Department of 
Education for the year 1959-1964 inclusive. Data from 
earlier years was obtained directly from the files of the 
Division of Finance, of the Kentucky Department of Educa~ 
tion. 
The tax levy (amount of money to be collected) is com-
puted by applying the tax rate to the assessed value of 
property. Property tax rates as wel 1 as assessed values of 
real property were secured from the Kentucky Department of 
Revenue. The tax levy, as opposed to actual revenue col-
lections, is used in order that the problems associated 
with delinquent taxes, sheriff's commissions, discounts, 
exonerations, and sales of county land are eliminated and 
continuity is maintained. Also, many county and small city 
records are such as to make actual revenue collecti.on 
sible to ascertain. 
5see Tables DI through DV, Appendix D, for the median 
and mean assessment ratios. The Department of Revenue se-
lects a median value rather than a mean because in small 
counties one large sale could distort the mean. 
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The 1950 and 1960 U .s"' Census of Population provide 
population data for converting values to a per capita basis. 
All counties declined in population during this period, and 
data for the i.nterviewing years i.s derived by interpolation? 
Population data through 1964 was obtained from R£.Eu1a tion 
Estimates for Kentucky Counties, a publication of the De-
partment of Rural Sociology, University of Kentucky. 
Data relating to total acreage prior to land acquisi-
tion was obtained in the 1945 U,S. Census of Agricul tu.re. 
Actual acreage devoted to farming was secured from the 1949, 
1954, 1959, and 1964 U,,Sv Census of Agriculture. Acreage 
in farms in intervening years is interpolated. Acreage 
purchased by the federal government was secured from land 
tract maps of the u.s. Army Corps of Engi.neers, Nashville 
District, 
PLAN AND ORGANIZATION 
The study is divided into six remaining chapters. 
Chapter II contains a description of the covariance model. 
Chapter I I I gives an account of the geographical factors 
that influence the study, Chapters IV, V, and VI contain 
the empirical test of the covariance model as it is applied 
to the impact of Lake Cumberland on the property tax base. 
More specifically, Chapter IV is concerned with the results 
of the investigation of the lake's impact in the rural sector. 
6 
See Table GI, Appendix G. 
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Chapter Vis concerned with an analysis of the aggregated 
common and independent school districts. Chapter VI presents 
the results of the study as they pertain to the urban sector 
The final chapter presents a summary, conclusion, and recom-
mendations for further inquiry in the general area of impact 
of water resource development projects on local economies. 
An appendix containing data which, for the sake of brevity, 
was not touched within the confines of the actual text, 
follows Chapter V. 
CHAPTER II 
STATISTICAL MODEL AND METHODOLOGY 
The analysis of covariance, like many other statistical 
iechniques, was an outgrowth of agricultural experiments. The 
method was developed by Ronald A. Fisher. It's major ad-
vantage as Fisher expressed it is, "Covariance combines the 
advantages and reconciles the requirements af the two very 
widely applicable procedures known as regression and analy-
sis of variance.••1 Essentially, covariance is a term ap-
plied to a statistical technique designed to draw inferences 
from data describing two or more variables which are ob-
served in several groups or classifications. 2 For purposes 
of this study, the two variables are time and some measure 
of the property tax base, suchas the market price of urban 
and rural real property, etc. The groups in which these 
variables are observed correspond to the impact group or 
the area which has sustained a reduction in the tax base, 
the protected group or counties downstream from the dam, 
and the control group or the area which has neither 
ers 
-
2 
Ia.: 
A. Fisher, Statistical Methods for Research Work-
ed<; London: Oliver and Boyd, 1944), p. 277. 
George W. Snedecor, Statistical Methods (Ames, 
Iowa State College Press, 1940), pp. 249-73. 
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sustained a reduction intax base nor a reduction in flood 
damage and i.s contiguous to the first two groups. 
METHODOLOGICAL ,JUSTIFICATION OF COVARiil:NCE MODEL 
Since the major advantage of covariance is that it 
"combines the advantages and reconciles the requirements 
••. of regression and the analysis of variance;' it is worth 
noting what each of these two techniques is designed to ac-
compli.sh and relate the analysis of covariance to the prob-
lem posed by this study. 3 The analysis of variance i.s es-
sentially a test of the significance of the variation between 
the means of several normally distributed populations which 
have had different treatments applied to each. The treat-
ments may be either quantitative, smch as pounds of ferti-
li.zer or pounds of feed; or qualitative, such as brands of 
fertilizer or brands of feed. The purpose of the analysis 
of variance is to test statistically the significance of 
the treatment effects. Stated somewhat differently, the 
analysis of variance tests the hypothesis that u1 = u2 = Uk' 
U being the mean of each populati.on. The number of param-
eters estimated by the analysis of variance is equal to K 
or number of treatments. 
Regression analysis is an extension of the analysis 
of variance and is also concerned with treatments and the 
means of treated populations. The major di.fference in the 
two methods is the restriction o.f quantifying the treatments 
3Fisher, lac.cit. 
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and the expression of the results in two parameters each 
of which is independent of the number of treatments. The 
parameters are the Y intercept or the point where the 
regression line cuts the Y axis, usually depicted as °' , 
and the slope of the regression line or regression coef-
ficient usually depicted as The treatment means 
in regression analysis are estimated to lie closest to a 
regression line which is estimated by the equation Y = a 
+ bx, where a and bare least squares estimates for the 
parameters °' and s The hypothesis tested by regression 
is S = O. Since the means of the treatments lie on the 
regression equation, there are no treatment effects if S 
o. 
The analysis of covariance is especially suited for 
this study since the treatments would at best be difficult 
to quantify and are classifiable qualitatively into impact, 
protected, and control treatment group; there exists a linear 
relation between time, the independent variable, and some 
measure of relative change in the tax base, Le,, market 
prices of real property. The treatment effects grow out of 
the construction aE Wolf Creek Dam and Cumberland Reservoir 
a geographically homogeneous group o.f counties. These 
or treatments can be classified as the loss of tax 
through land acquisition (impact treatment), protec-
from flooding (protected treatment), and the group 
receiving neither of the two previous treatments (control 
treatment). 
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The dependent variables in this covariance model con-
sist of the measures of the tax base, Le, 1 market pr.ices 
of real property, etc o '.I'ime is the independent variable 
and begins with 1950, the date o.f reservo.i.r completion, 
The year 1950 is chosen as the begi.nning point because 
sui. table data :is not available for extending the analysis 
into earlier years. The sample of property transactions 
collected by the Department of Revenue begins in 1954, 
Earlier data i.s very unreliable, because the relation be-
tween tax stamps on deeds and the ma.rket prices is highly 
questionableo In many instances real estate transactions 
are not stamped at a1L Furthermore, in 1947, 1948, and 
1949, an overwhelming portton of real estate transactions 
were in conjunction with governmental land purchases, In 
order that continuity be maintained with the Department of 
Revenue sample, it was felt that such purchases should not 
be included in the analysis o Therefore, the best al terna-
tive was to begin the analysis at the date the disruptive 
force of land acquisiti.on on the tax base of thelmpactarea 
creased., 
For purposes of thi.s study, the analysis of variance 
is a suitable tool for testing the significance of differ-
ence between the means of the index of the property tax 
base associated with vari.ous treatment effects associated 
with the reservoir, i.e., market prices of real estate 
transacti.ons, tax levy, assessed values, and estimated mark' 
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values. Regress ion analysis is sui.table to analyze the 
:relation between time and .reservoir .impact upon the tax 
base, However, when these two methods are used indepen-· 
dently, the results are less accarate than when used joint-
ly. Therefore I the analysis of covariance reducicls the 
error associated with analysis of variance and regression 
if used independently. 
Essentially, the methodology employed in this study 
seeks to eva:J:uate the differential effects of Lake Cumber-
land upon the tax producing ability of the impact group, 
relative to the two other treatment grou.ps. The distinction 
as to treatment groups is a function of the disturbance 
created by the reservoir to the general economic conditions 
of the area. The analysis of variance is a suitable method 
for isolating the treatment effects by testing whether or 
not the means caused by various treatments are different. 
Unfortunately, the analysis of variance fails to reveal the 
magnitude of the difference. The analysis of covariance, on 
the other hand, provides an F test whi.ch either accepts or 
rejects the hypothesis that there is a significant differ-
ence between regression coefficients and also allows i.nfer-
ences to be made as to the relative magnitude of the reser-
voir's impact on the property tax base because the regressicn 
coefficient measures the rate of ch9.nge in the property tax 
base. 
One further advantage associated with the analysis of 
Covariance is that it adjusts for biases associated with 
18 
time. It is possible and even likely that the magnttude of 
the treatment effects might :i.n some way be influenced by 
conditions that existed prior to the beginning of the studr 
It is possible that the final impact on the property ta,x 
base Y is influenced by conditi(.1033 tha.t exi,ste:d at the 
time, X, the study began, especia11y w.ithin the primary im-
pact group, Pu.laski, Russell, and Wayne counties, To cits 
another example, after a feed:ing experiment on h0gs, it is 
possible that the fi.nal weight Y is. affected by the initial 
wei.ght X, 4 In such a si tuati.on, some adjustment in X must 
be made in order to increase the reli.ability of Y. This 
process of adjustment is part of covariance analysis, Jn 
this study, the covariance adjustment is made on the X 
variable, time J that is, t.ime becomes the covariate. The 
purpose o.f thl.s adjustment .is to remove any bias that time 
h "th ~ t t~ . t•. . th = , t 5 C as w1 res pee c · o . .,e var1a ion .1n .. e r var.1a .e. o-
variance removes the bias of ti.me with respect to the treat-
ment effect on the Y variate. It is through this method 
that the differential treatment effects of the lake upon 
the tax base of the i.mpact group can be separated from the 
other two treatment groups, 
4Bernard Os tel, Stat.is tics i.n ReseB.rch (Ames. Ia,: 
Iowa State College Press-,~Ui5·1), pp. 384-414. 
5
see William Cochran, "Analysis of Covariance i Jts 
Nature and Uses," Biometrics, XIII (September 1957), 
261-81, for a complete di.scussion of covar:iance and the 
X variate adjustment. 
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THE MODEL 
The specific covariance model which is best suited to 
analysis of the problem posed in this study is the com-
pletely randomized desi.gn. The completely randomized 
design is usually found in the form: 
u + Ti + B (Xij - X) + E ij i j l, ""' "", K 1.\1 e",.. 9 n. 
where: Yij is the dependent variable, estimated change in 
the tax base, land values, assessed values, tax 
levy, full market value of real estate, etc. 
u is a constant which is representative of the 
overall mean, 
Ti is the treatment effect of the i. treatment. In 
this model K, the number of treatments, is equal 
to 3 and n, the number of observations, is 15 
th per K treatment. 
Xij is the variable time for which the adjustment 
is made. 
X is the mean of the variate wi thi.n each treatment. 
B is the regression coefficient, and 
l:ij is a random variable that is normally distributed 
wi.th a mean equal to zero and a variance common 
to all classes. 
i 1, K i.s the number of treatments. 
j n is the number of observations. 
When a random sample of n items is taken from K classes, 
least squares estimates of the parameters, U (the gen-
mean), Ti (the treatment effect). and B (the regression 
icient) are~. ti, and b; 
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where: 
L r Y. u = ij y the grand mean of they values· 
' i j 
[ 
t = i i 
Y. it 
m 
N 
1.1 • b(X. - X) 
1 'Y u b"x. ' l x), 
where m is the number of observations in each treatment 
c la,s.s .: and b = (x - x) 
(x -
(y -
- 2 
x) 
The above least squares +. -I-es ... 1ma .... es for parameters in 
the analys.is of covariance model yield the estimating 
equation, 
yij = y + ( ~1 t. +BX .. - X, + 
oa\-, lJ Lij0 
VJhere z 
is the grand mean of the dependent variable or 
the selected indicator of the property tax base, 
x is the grand mean of the covariate time, 
x is the mean of the x values :in the 1th treatment. 
y is the mean ~').f the y values in the 1th treatment.· 
t 1 is the treatment effect, and 
b is the regression coefficient, 
The following chapter .is concerned with the geographi· 
cal characteristics o.f the region. The major emphasis is 
pl.aced on how the geographic characteristics can affect the 
statistical model. Chapters IV, V and VI present the re-
sults of the statistical investigation. Chapter IV is con· 
fined to the analysis of the reservoir's impact on the 
property tax base in the rural sector. Chapter Vis 
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concerned with the aggregated common and independent 
school districts. Chapter VI presents the results of 
the analysis in the urban areas. 
1. 
I 
CHAPTER III 
CE,OGRAPHICAL SETTING OF 'THE STL'DY 
Perhaps one of the most important aspects of this study 
is the geogre.phi.caJ setting of Lake Cumberland and Wolf 
I·t Ls important because the lake and dam consu. 
tt.1.tE1: th.~ rr.ajor· d.:i:sr·:~.r11,i.o.n to an ot.her¥ris·e geographically 
r':tXI·d E·C()l1_0Inic:a.l horr,ogeneous region. The geographic dis-
ru.1:1t:.on. is c.ause·d b'jr the pr·esenc.e of t.00 .reservoir itself 
1 
while the E,conomic disruption is caused by the large scale 
land purclrn.ses and the benefits of protection from flooding 
doTJit:n s tre.eu1i. :fx·on1 tr1e da1n"' 
The purpose of this chapter is threefold. First, thh 
chapt,er seeks to give a brief account of the general charac· 
teristics of the region and will include both economic and 
physical geographic characteristics~ Second, this chapter 
endeavors ,::,o expla1n how the geographic homogeneity cf the 
region complements the covariance model o Third, this 
chapter po.in ta out how certa.in geographic peculiarities of 
the region tend to alter or detract from the general meth~ 
ologi~al approach. 
TH'!': '}ENERAL C,EOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS 
Virtually all of the e1ght county area in the study 
i:s 1.,:)c.a. ted t_n_ tb.e Pen"ny·:roya.l region 'Of Ke:ntt1ck;y., The Pe.nnf 
royal ls fl?,X't of the Mi;,sissi.ppi Ple,teau and extends from 
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the Jackson Purchase in Western Kentucky, in a crescent 
form encircling the Western Kentucky Coal Fields, to the 
Knobs in the north and the Eastern Kentucky Coal Fields in 
the east. The Pennyroyal Region is subdivided into three 
areas, the Western Sandstone Area, the Western Limestone 
Area, and the Eastern Area, The eight cdunty group of thi.s 
study lies almost totally within the borders of the Eastern 
Area of the Pennyroyal. Tb.ere are two exceptions. The 
northern tip of Casey County is located in the Knobs, and 
the Pottsville Escarpment which forms the boundary with the 
Eastern Kentucky Coal Fields cuts the eastern quarter of 
Pulaski County and the southern half of Wayne County. 1 With 
these exceptions, the entire eight county area is a rela-
tively homogeneous economic and geographic unit. 2 This 
relative homogeneity is a major .factor whi.ch enables the 
analysis of covariance to be ut.ilized as a suitable method 
to test the various hypotheses relati.ng to the impact of 
Lake Cumberland on the property tax base. 
lAn escarpment is de.fined as a steep slope or cliff 
which separates two comparatively level plai.ns. The Potts-
ville Escarpment is very steep; however, long years of ero-
sion have markedly altered the plateau area east of the es-
carpment. The Eastern Kentucky Coal Fields Area, which is 
east of the escarpment forming the boundary between geograph· 
ic regions, has been subjected to so much erosion that it is 
known as a d:issected plateau. For a discussion of Kentucky 
land forms and regions, see J. R. Schwendeman, Geography_£!, 
Kentucky (Oklahoma City, Okla.i Harlow Publishing Co., 1963n 
chap. iii. 
2 The Pottsville Escarpment, which bisects Wayne County, 
tends to influence land values. A search of the deed books 
reveals relatively high pri.ce land in the Pennyroyal. However 
land sales in the escarpment aree. are at a much lower price 
per acre. For this reason the statistical analyses are con-. 
ducted both with and without Wayne County. 
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The entire eight county area of the Eastern Pennyroyal 
to be ideally suited for a test of the analysis of 
model from a geographi.c point of view for the 
In relati.on to the industrial and popu-
centers of central Kentucky and the Ohio Va1ley, the 
region is rerrote. It is relati.vely underdeveloped industri-
ally. The ecnnomy is almost tota11y dependent upon agri-
as the primary source of income. The transportation 
system is not highly developed relative to the other areas 
the state. The Eastern Area of the Pennyroyal, with a 
d area of 3, 700 square mi. les, is not served by an inter-
highway or limited access toll turnpike. 3 Only two 
federal highways cross the region, both in a north-south 
direction, One of these highwayi3 came i.nto existence 
after the reservoir was comp1eted.4 U.S. 68, a federal 
highway crosses the northwest corner of Metcalfe 
and does not touch any of the remaining seven counties. 
eastern half of Pulaski County is bisected by the South-
Railroa.d, a major north-south rail link, which provides 
5 only rail service to the area. The area is not served 
3Schwendeman, loc,_s.i!. 
4u.s. 127 was formed by Joining a system of state secon-
highways after ccmstruction of Wolf Creek Dam. 
5The locatton of the ratlroad through Pulask.i County 
1.£.lil.ppear•s to be due more to sktrting the escarpment than· to go-
through the area per~- The Somerset area is served by 
local .freight train which averages 120 carloadings per 
, 110 of which are inboumL The loads for the most part 
;tA,;onsist of bulk items such as sand, coal, lumber, oil, etc. 
Department of Commerce, Indus t.ri.al Resources: Russell 
(Fr;a.nkfort, Ky., ,June 1964), p. 9. 
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by a scheduled airli.ne, and SomerEet has the only paved 
6 
runway in the area. One 4 inch natural. gas spur line 
serves Somerset. The remainder of the impact: group is not: 
served by natural gas. Adai.r, Metcalfe, Monroe, and Casey 
counties are transversed by a major northeast-southwest, 
. . 1 · 7 30-inch. tra.nsxRiss :ion ine"' The region's natural mineral 
resources are also minimal, the major one being limestone. 8 
Two major soi.l types predominate in the area. Dixon 
Baxter and Hage.rs town Fredri.ck are res idu.al soils formed 
from the limestone underlyi.ng the area. In general both 
type so.i.ls are ferti.le, easily worked, and suitable for 
9 
most crops. 
From a demographic viewpoi.nt, the area .is character.ized 
predominantly rural population, which has been declin-
ing in all eight counties throughout the years studied. 
Urban centers are small and cater to tte requirements of 
the rural population and the prerlominantly agrarian economy. 
Somerset i.s the largest urban center with a population of 
7, 112 in 1960. The remaining urban centers are al 1 under 
3,0oo. 10 Pulaski County is the most populous county as 
. 
6
somerset has a paved runway 2,800 feet in length which 
is below the minimum l.i.mi ts for commercial scheduled air-
lines. Tb.id., Appendix G, Map of Kentucky Ai.rports. 
7
Ioid,, Appendix G, Maps of Gas Transmission Lines in 
Kentuc~ 
8
Ibid., Appendix G, Maps of M.ineral Resources and Min-
Inaustries of Kentucky, 
9Ibid, 
--
10u:.s. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of Population;_ 
{ 960,_Number of Inhabitants, Kentucky, Final Report PC{l)-
. 9A, Table 8. 
FIGURE 3 
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the largest in area, containing 34,405 people and 
acres. 11 The remaining seven counties each have 
ilncter 15,000 inhabitants, and total acreage ranges from 
09,760 acres in Wayne County to 180,480 acres in Russell 
12 
"County. 
BE'.n'EEN GEOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS AND STATISTICAL MODEL 
As explained in Chapter II the central element in the 
is of covariance model is the evaluation of the treat-
effects. The treatment effects are a d.irect conse-
construction of Wolf Creek Dam and Cumberland 
The reservoir constitutes the major disruptive 
an otherwise relatively homogeneous geographic 
For the most part the Eastern Pennyroyal Region pro-
the drainage basin for that portlon of the CUmberland 
flowi.ng through the area. The relatively soft lime-
of the area has allowed the river to cut a deep and 
narrow valley which is easily dammed. The relative ease 
. with which the river was impounded was a contributing factor 
in mak.ing the cost low enough so that the construction of 
Wolf Creek Dam and Lake Cumberland could be economically 
justified. 
118 
, ee Table GI, Appendix G. 
12 U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of Agriculture: 
1959 Counties, Kentucky, Vol. I, Part 30, County Table 2, 
PP. 148 57. 
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The magnitude of the disruptive .force of the res er-
voir on the region is better visualized by a brief account 
of the project. The dam is the largest hydroelectric dam 
in the Eastern United States and ranks seventh i.n the woria 
in terms af volume of materials used in construction. The 
dam forms one of the largest man made lakes in the world 
Lake Cumberland is over 100 miles in length and has a shore 
line of 1,300 miles. The storage capacity in acre feet 
ranks sixth i.n the world. 13 The reservoir is certainly 
large enough so that it should exhibit whatever effects 
major water resources projects do ha.ve on the economy of 
the surroundi.ng area. 
EXCEPTION TO THE RULE 
One of the essential elements implicit within the 
scope and method o.f this study is the geographic character-
istics of the Eastern Area of the Pennyroyal Region in 
Kentucky. More specifi.cally, it is the high degree of ge-
ographic homogenei.ty that contributes to the successful 
adaption of the analysis of covariance model to this study. 
However, before going into the presentation of the empiri-
cal portion of the study,one major exception to the geo-
graphic homogeneity should be noted. 
The accuracy of any stattstical model, other than dis-
tribution free or nonparametri.c methods, rests on the assum, 
tion that the populations to which the treatments are appli 
13Kentucky Department of Commerce, op.cit., Appendix 1· 
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common variance. In the a;nalysis of the covariance 
the assumption is that the population after each of 
three treatments still has a common variance. 
It i.s to maintain this common variance that the statis-
tical model i.s applied to the rural and urban sectors inde-
ndently, rather than aggregating them. Variation or lack 
variation in topographic, soil, vegetation, climate, and 
emographic conditions could have a pronounced effect on the 
tabili.ty or lack of stability in the various indicators of 
impact of Lake Cumberland on the property tax base. 
the more interruptions in the geographic con-
y of a region the less reliable is a statisti.cal analy-
is of relative change in the property tax base. For ex-
given a random sample of land sales taken from a 
with two di.stinct types of soil or land forms, 
of soil or land .form will affect land values. If 
the sales within the sample can be separated as to soil 
the sale values within each soil type will be distrib-
about a mean, and the measure of dispersion around 
the mean is known as the variance. There is no .reason to 
two distinct soil types or any other major in-
terruption to the continuity of a region exist, that the 
variances peculiar to each one are equal. If the variances 
are radically dif.ferent, the covariance analysis will not 
give reliable results. 
When Wayne County is included in the impact group, 
the requirement of common variances is violated. The 
3.2 
homogeneity of Wayne County is interrupted by the Potts-
ville Escarpment, On the reservoir side of Wayne County, 
the land is level and suitable for farming. On the es-
carpment side the land is rugged, hilly, and suitable 
mostly for timber. It is clear that because of different 
land forms, two populations of land sale values emerge 
in Wayne County. The variance of land sale values in 
Wayne County as a whole exceeds that i.n the counties en-
tirely wi thi.n the Pennyroyal. 
In Chapter VI the analysis of covariance is applied 
to data from the urban sector. In this chapter Monroe 
County is deleted from the protected group leaving only 
Cumberland County. It is necessary to delete Monroe County 
because the Cumberland River does not flow through, or 
close to any urban areas in Monroe County. It would, 
therefore, distort the results of the statistical test 
if Monroe County is included in the data pertaining to 
the urban sector. It is for these reasons that, in the 
following chapters, the covariance analysis of the impact 
and protected groups is made on a with and without Wayne 
and Cumberland counties basis. 
CHAPTER IV 
DIFFERENTIAL EFFECTS OF LAKE CUMBERLAND ON THE REAL 
PROPERTY TAX BASE .IN THE RURAL SECTOR 
For purposes of si.mplification and statisti.cal accuracy, 
empi.r:ical data used to relate the impact of Lake Cumber-
to changes in the property tax base is separately col·-
and c:J,alyzed for the urban sector, the rural sector 
the school district sector. Chapter Vis concerned with 
and interpretation of the analysis of covari-
model as it applies to common and independent school 
Chapter VI presents the analysis of covaria nee 
applies to the urban sector, and this chapter is con-
with the rural sector. 
NATURE AND PURPOSE OF CILI\PTER 
The purpose of thi.s chapter is to test the hypothesi.s 
Lake Cumberland has affected.the impact treatment 
of counties i.n a manner significantly different from 
control and protected treatment groups. The results 
the statistical investigation are g.iven in the follow-
(a) general discussion of problems encountered 
collecting and interpreting the data and the way these 
were overcome, (b) analysis of the average value 
of rural property based on a sample of rural 
sales, and (c) analysis of estimated county wide 
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total market value of rural real property, (d) analysis 
of the estimated market value of rural real property Per 
acre farmed, (e) analysis of the esti.mated market value 
of rural real property per acre, and (f) the county tax 
levy on and assessed value of rural. real propertyo 
Each analysis contains a brie:f discussion of the re-
sults of the statistical test and of the relevance of the 
regression coefficients and F test associated wi.th the 
analysis of covariance. The F test associated with the 
analysis of covar:iance tests the homogeneity of regression 
coeffi.cients. Table 1 summari.zes the regression coeffi-
cients which are discussed in this chapter. The F ratios 
found in the analysis o.f variance and covariance are 
found in Appendix Ao 
DATA CHARACTERISTICS AND PROCEDURAL EXPLANATION 
In order to simplify the presentation of the statisti-
cal results, the peculiarities associated with the collec-
tion and interpretation of the data are given in this 
section" The basic data required i.s the market price of 
rural real property transactions, the assessed value of 
rural real property, and the estimated market value of 
rural real property. Specific data required by each of the 
.five regressionsbased on rural property values are desert 
below. 
Market Price Per Acre for which Rural Real Property~ 
Perhaps the most accu.ra te an:! reliable sta tis ti cal test 
in this study is analysis of covariance as applied to a 
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prices per acre for actual land transac-
throughout the eight county area under investiga-
Seven major factors account for the reliability of 
selling price for which the land has actually been 
sold as an index of tax revenue. The first three are 
,Primarily economic in nature while the latter four are 
either quantitative or qualitative with respect to the 
( 1) The selling price of a plot of land, if conducted 
context of a freely operating market structure, 
its value. { 2) The Department of Revenue selects 
entries included i.n its sample, sales which appear to 
very accurate and which have a high degree of reli.ability 
reflecting true market pr.ices. 1 ( 3) Theoretically the 
market value of real property is the best indication of 
its ability to produce tax revenue. It should be pointed 
out, however, that there is a di.stinct difference between 
'.the ability of property to produce tax revenue and the 
actual tax revenue produced. The actual tax revenue pro-
many cases may depend on other than economic 
These noneconomic factors consist of political, 
';Sociological, and other i.nsti tutional forces which affect 
assessments and tax levies and thus determine the actual 
revenue produced. It is conceivable that such economic, 
political and institnti.onal forces acting on a regi.on's 
1 th See chap. i for a discussion of the criteria by which 
b e. Department of Revenue selects transactions which are to 
e included in the sample. 
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actual tax revenue position may complement one another 
' 2 offset one another or even negate one another. Fortu-
nately, the data :relating to the tax producing potential 
of real property i.n the eight county area appears not to 
be :influenced to any great extent by noneconomic factors. 
(4) Because the size of the sample used to calculate 
the average p,,·ice per acre is quite large, the accuracy o:£ 
the estimates of the average price paid per acre and the 
reliabi1i.ty of the ~rences drawn therefrom are increas 
In total the sample of real estate transactions for the 15-
year period throughout the eight county area contained 
5,578 observations. Broken down by treatment group the 
impact area contained 2, 530 separate transactions, the 
protected area contained 859, and the control area con-
tained 2, 189. Data on transactions during the most recent 
11 years was collected from the Kentucky Department of 
Revenue. Even though the data for the years 1950-53 leaves 
something to be desired relative to the Department of Reve-
nues's sample, a close analysis of the data reveals a high 
degree of continuity between the 1950-53 sample selected 
through a search of deed books and the 1954-64 sample 
2
rt should be noted that the literature abounds with 
examples of political and soci.ologica1 influences on local 
economic structure. County and city governments, county 
boundaries, and separate school districts are but a few. 
In the long run such noneconomic factors may well influence 
the potential tax yield of property as well. For other ex-
amples of sociological and political factors that i.nf luence 
the property tax base, see Harry Caudill, Night Comes to 
the Cumberland (Bostonz Little, Brown and Co., 1962), chaps, 
xviii, xix, xx, and xxi. 
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Department of Revenue. 3 (5) The number 
vis-a-vis degrees of freedom included in 
he analysis of covariance and analysis of variance is large 
nough to yield accurate results. There are 120 observa-
tions in the eight county analysis and 90 observations in 
1 , 4 ana ysis. Each observation corresponds 
an average price paid per acre during each year through-
the 15 yea~: time period of the study. The number of 
'.'observations iB large enough to prove significant by Ji' 
tests for the analysis of covariance and analysis of vari-
and significant by T tests on regression coefficients, 
at the l percent leveL (6) Geographic characteristics, 
Chapter III, contribute to the stability of 
values. (7) The reservoir is a large e:aough interrup-
to appreciably affect both landscape and the tax 
All of the previously listed conditions are important 
they add stability to the statistical model which 
the results derived therein meaningful. 
Estimated Market Value of Rural Real Property 
Estimates of the total countywide market value of real 
property located in the rural sec-tor by the assessment ratio. 5 
3see Tables Fl through FVI, Appendix F, for a listing of 
market values of rural and urban property in the three treat-
ment groups. 
4 The six county analysis does not include Wayne County 
in the impact group and Monroe County in the protected group, 
5see Tables BI through Biii, Appendix B, for listing 
of assessed value of real property and Tables DI through DIV, 
Appendix D, for listing of assessment ratios. 
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The assessment ratio is obtained from a comparison betwee n 
the assessed values of a large number of properties and t 
selling price at the time of the sale. The basic problem 
associated with the use of countywide total es ti mated value! 
is the large variation in market values attributed to the 
variatbn in the physical s.ize of the various counties 
6 
rather than to variation in market values per acre. In 
other words, it is only natural that the absolute estimated 
total market value of real property in a county varies with 
fue physical size of the county wi.thin whlch it is located. 
Considerable improvement is obtained in reducing the 
unexplained variation i.n the impact group by running regres-
sions for each county independently, or by adjusting the 
data by some measure of physical size. Evidence of the 
former is indicated by the various coefficients of deter-
mi.nation. Evidence of the latter is discussed in the fol-
lowing sections. 
The coefficient of determination value for Pulaski, 
Russell ahd Wayne counties taken as a unit is .3150; by 
dropping Wayne County, which is half the size of Pulaski 
County, the coefficient declines to .2938. However, Wayne 
and Russell counties taken together, both of which are about 
the physical size of Pulaski County, the coefficient of 
determination is .5680, and for Russell County taken inde-
pendently the coefficient of determination is .7240. 7 In 
6see Appendix A for coefficients of determination. 
7see Table CI, Appendix C. 
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other words., the coefficient of determi.na tion increased 
counties combined together :l.n a group were more 
the same size" 
One way of overcoming the diversity in county size 
by convert.,, g aggregate market values of rural real 
to a common base" Dividing the total market 
of all rural land ±n the county by the number, of 
farmed in that county was found to increase the re-
'h . f•" . t 8 
~,e regression coe ~1c1en s. The results 
the analysis of covariance clearly indicate that the 
convers :ion o.f market values to a per acre i.n farm base 
reduci"ng the unexplahied vari.a ti on in est i-
values by a significant amount" Data in this 
section relating to the estimated market value of real 
ty in the rural sector is converted to a per acre 
farm base by usi.ng data from the 1949, 1954, 1959 and 1964 
,S. Census of Agricultu.re. 'The success in reducing the 
unexplained variation in estimated market values is easily 
verified by compar.ing the coef.ficients of determination 
Appendix A). 
8 
. T tests applied to regression coefficients, although 
significant at the l percent level for market values, are 
4,47, 4, 986 and 6" 030 for impact, protected and control 
treatment groups. For the same data reduced to a common 
base of per acre in farm, T tests are 7, 899, 60492, and 
9,533 for the same treatment groups. 
' 
ii 
i 
! 
1! ,, 
1
11 
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Est.imated !\!arket~.J'alue £:LJ'!,Iral_ Real Prpperty Per Acre 
Another approach to studying tbe relationship between 
Lake Cumberland and relative changes in the property tax 
base is to divide the total county market value of real 
property in the rural sector by the total land area" Cor.-
trary to the 2,rcreage farmed presented in the previous 
sec ti.on totcil 1and a"rea of a politic.al u.nit d·oes not change 
with time" On the other hand, tbe land area farmed within 
the boundari2s of a pollticEl uni.t is subject to variation 
depending on changes in the local economic structure. 
Several factors relating to the variability in acreage 
farmed merit explanation and favor treatment of estimated 
market values by +:otal acreage. The variation in area de--
voted to farming relative to total land ar~a in the impact 
area with respect to the two other treatment groups is easi-
ly visualized by referring to the percentages of land al-
located to farmj.ng relati.ve to total land area. Out of the 
total land area in the impact group of counties, 65 per-
cent is farmed wbile.at the same time the farmed acreage in 
the control and protected groups of counties account for 
79 and 77 percent respectivelt~ Several factors account 
9
see Table Gil, Appendix G, for data relating to actual 
acreage allocated to farming. It should also be recognized 
that such exogenous varU,bles as the .federal government's 
agrtcul ture programs may have a pronounced i.mpact on acre-
age wi.thin a poli.tical uni.t allocated to farming" The 
variation in land allocated to farming relative to total 
land area is the major factor contributing to the relative 
closeness of regression coefficients of impact and control 
groups in the ei.ght county classif:ication compared with t!le 
wider range when the analysis is made on an acre in farm 
basis. See Table l. 
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this variation. First, a little more of the total land 
·'ii:rea in Pul.aski County· is Ul"'ban., therefore eli1ninat.i.ng 
suitable farm sites. Second, the Pottsville Ei,carpment 
cents the eastern edge of the county, eliminating farm sites. 
Third, the Pottsville Escarpment renders a large portion 
Wayne County unsuitable for farming. Fourth, the er-
action of Cumberland River in the vicinity of the 
of the reservoir has rendered large port.ions of 
irrnnediat(:i a.rea u.ns11.itable for· farm.i.ng,, 
County Tax Levy on Rural Real Property and Assessed 
Value of Rural Real Property 
The county tax levy is determined by multiplying the 
tax rate by the assessed value of real property with-
the county. Initially the study intended to use the tax 
as a major indicator of the impact of the lake on the 
tax revenues. This could not be accomplished, 
for reasons explained below. 
Volatility of the tax rate is the ma.jor contributing 
factor to the poor results obtained by applying covariance 
analysis to the county property tax levy, (Table AI, Ap-
Several factors account for the variability in 
the county tax rate. The county tax rate has a statutory 
This limit is$ .50 per $100 assessed value of 
property. This rate is and has been at the limi.t im-
by statute since 1950 in all eight counties. The 
Upper limit imposes a constraint on county expendi.tures 
such that any additional revenue must come by Wf1.y of spe,cial 
I 
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referendum. As early as 1940, .all eight counties within 
the scope of this study had through special referendum 
raised the county tax rate above the statutory limit for 
the purpose of constructing county roads. By 1950 the 
majority of bonds issued for road building were approach-
ing maturity and by the mid-fifties most of the counties 
bad retired the bonds and reduced the tax rate to the sta-
t t 1 . . t 10 u. ory 1m1 , Therefore, the reduction in the tax rate, 
not being offset by rising assessments, results in negati~ 
regression coefficients for total tax levy against time 
(1'able Al, Appendix A). After the county road bonds were 
retired and the tax rate returned to the statutory limit, 
several counties initiated new construction programs which 
necessitated a, new rate increase above the statutory limit, 
This introduced more variability into an already volatile 
situation. The rather wide range and fluctuation in the 
tax rates makes meaningful regression of tax levy against 
In order that the analysis pertaining to the property 
tax levy not be a total loss, use of the total countywide 
assessed values of real property i.n the rurB.l sector was 
subs ti tu ted and gave much better results. Such a technique 
is analogous to ignoring the wide fluctuations in the tax 
rat·e and assuming the rate has been constant at the 
10
see Tables EI through EIII, Appendix E, Kentucky 
property rates, for an indication of the variability in 
tax rates. 
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tatutory limit, over the 15 year period studied. Such 
n assumption is plausible since an inspection of the 
reveals that a vast majority of fluctuations 
statutory rate is exogenous and independent 
any impact Lake Cumberland has had on the general area. 
The analysis of assessed values of real property, 
that of estimated market values, tends to vary with 
physical size of the county as we 11 as time. It is 
this reason that the assessed values of real property 
also adjusted to a common per acre base. 
Concluding Remarks 
The preceding section gave a detailed presentation 
the various types of data utilized as an index of poten-
tial property tax revenue from rural property. In order 
to clarify the results of the statistical test, the fol-
lowing discussion indicates how this data was analyzed to 
the differential i.nfluence of Lake Cumberland on 
tax revenue among the three groups of counties. 
The results of the analysis of covariance applied to 
various indicators of the relative change in the 
property tax base appear in Table 1. The table contains 
the regression coefficients for the indicators of the 
relative change in the property tax base. The .F ratios 
for the analysis of covariance and the analysis of vari-
ance are listed in Appendix A. The purpose of the F test 
is to accept or reject the hypothesis that the slopes of 
the regression equations are equal or there is no treatment 
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effect. Therefore, if the F ratio is significant, then 
the hypothesis that the regression coefficients are not 
equal is accepted. Table l contains the regression coef-
ficients for both an eight county and a six county classi-
.fication. The eight county classification includes Pulaski 
Russell and We.yne counties in the impact group, Cumberland 
and Monroe counties in the protected gvoup, and Adair, 
and Metcalfe counties in the control group. Wayne and 
Monroe counties are deleted from the eight county classifi-
cation in order to form the six county class. 
The basic reason for omitting Wayne County is that the 
Pottsville Escarpment cuts it about in half. The physical 
nature of the escarpment and the dissected plateau adjacent 
to it causes land prices in one half of Wayne County to be 
quite different from the other half of the county. It 
appears that ·the land found in the half of the county 
bordering the lake is quite valuable while the land in the 
other half is worth considerably less. 11 Because it is p~-
sible to divide the sales data between the two parts of the 
county since the Department of Revenue does not record sales 
location, the statistical analysis of the impact group is 
based on both a three county basis including Wayne County 
and a two county basis omitting iL 
llWhile conducting field research on land values, 
al large transactions in timber acreage in the eastern 
of Wayne County were uncovered. One such sale in 1951 
to 1,200 acres selling for an average of $24.00 an acre, The 
average sale price of rural land in the county for the same 
year was $68.00 per acre. 
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Monroe County was omi t:ted from the protected group 
the six county classification because the Cumberland 
flows through only its eastern third and only pro-
flood protection to a relatively small acreage. This 
to question the effects of flood control pro-
.vided by Wolf Creek Dam on the rural land values in the 
aunty as a wt,.ole. Furthermore, as di.scussed in detai 1 
Chapter VI, the Cumberland River does not fl ow through 
urban centers in Monroe County; so that the effect 
flood protection on urban areas is negligible. 
RESULTS OF STATISTICAL INQUIRY INTO THE IMPACT OF 
LAKE CUMBERLAND ON THE PROPERTY TAX 
BASE IN THE RURAL SECTOR 
The results of analysis of covariance model appli.ed 
the six selected indicators of changes in the property 
appear in Table 1. The results are summarized 
of the regression coefficients for the eight and 
six county classification. The F rati.os and coefficients 
of determination are in Appendix A. 
Effects of the Reservoir on the Rate of Change in the 
Average Sale Price Per Acre of Rural Land 
Table 1 presents the summary of the regress ion coef-
ficients associated with the analysis of co.variance. The 
F ratios, which test for signifi.cant differences in treat-
in the analysis of vari.ance and for differences 
in treatment effects in the analysis of covariance among the 
three subgroups in the eight and six county groups, are all 
significant at the l percent level. And all of the T tests, 
TABLE 1 
SUMMARY OP REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS FOR SELECTED INDICATORS OF PROPERTY TAX BASE, RURAL SECTOR, IN 
EIGHT AJID SIX COUNTY CLASSIFICATION, IN SELECTED COUNTIES ADJACENT TO LAKE CUMBERLAND, 1950-1964a 
Indicator of Relative Impact GrouE b Protected Group Control 
Change in Property Tax Base Units 3 County 2 County 2 County 1 County Group 
Average Sale Price $/Acre 5,601 6,436 3,387 1,830 4, 740 
Estimated Market Value 
of Real Property $/County 1,246,342 1,360,428 555,529 493,694 1,137,149 
Estimated Market Value 
Per Acre in Farm $/Acre 7,675 8.174 30 922 4. 139 6.516 
Estimated Market Value $/Acre 40822 5.426 2.451 2.013 40633 
Assessed Value Real 
Property $/County 138, 929 141,301 26,642 17,999 68,909 
Assessed Value Real Prop-
erty Per Acre. $/Acre 0 9409 09429 03231 .3615 .5479 
aRegression coefficients measure the average annual increase in the value of the indicatoro 
bThe three county class in the impact group includes Pulaski, Wayne, and Russell countieso The two 
county cl.ass in the impact group deletes Wayne Countyo The two county class in the protected group 
includes Cumberland and Monroe counties, Monroe County is deleted from the protected group in the one 
county classo The control group includes Adair, Metcalfe, and Casey counties and is the same through-
out the study, 
SOURCE: Kentucky Department of Revenueo 
,4 
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hich test the hypothesis tha,t the regression coeffi-, 
entsare greater than zero, are also significant at the 1 
'I'he F test associated with the analysis 
f variance implies a significant difference in the mean 
per acre among the three treatments, 
ratio associated with the analysis of covariance sug-
a significant difference between regression coeffi-
in the three treatment groups, 
The significance of the F ratios associated with the 
of covariance is borne out by examining the regres-
',5ion coefficients for each treatment group, The regression 
coefficient f'or the i,mpact group in the eight county area 
with a regression coefficient of 3.387 
for the protected group and 4. 740 for the control group. 
deleting Wayne County from the impact group, the effect 
the escarpment on land values can be determined as the 
regression coefficient rises from 5.601 to 6.436. This is 
good indication of the differential effects on the 
price of rural land in Wayne County. 
It should be pointed out that the rate of change in 
sale price of rural land is lowest in the protected 
group, especially in Cumberland County, i, e., the protected 
county class. This situation can probably 
be attributed to the general geographic conditions of 
The Cumberland River Valley begins 
somewhat as it bisects Cumberland County. This 
increase land values in the Valley; however, the 
,, 
I 
I 
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erosi.on of the plateau associated with the widening 
decreases land values in the remainder of the county. 
This fact i.s borne out by an analysis of actual trans-
actions, The variation of per acre price per sale is con-
si.derably larger in Cumberland County than in Monroe Co,1nty, 
The variation is much more akin to Wayne County in the im-
pact group which also is affected by topographic condi t 
The regression coefficient associated with the impac 
group is si.gnif icantly hi.gher than either the protected or 
the control treatment groups" In order further to substant 
ate the proposition that the reservoir has significantly 
increased the property tax base as expressed by changes ir 
land values in the three counties containing the reservoir 
regressions relating· land values to time are computed for 
Russell County independently and Russell and Wayne counties 
b . d 12 com .1ne , In both cases the regression coefficient wi thlll 
the impact group is significantly higher than either the 
control or protected groups in either six or eight county 
classifications. The regression coefficient for Russell 
andWayne counti.es is 4.952 and for Russell County 5.947. 
The results of the statistical analysis are also borne out 
by looking at the average price paid per acre in 1950 wit~ 
in each group and compare the vari.a tion in the base year 
with the same set of data in 1964. 13 
12see Table CI, Appendix C. 
13
see Tables FI through FIII, Appendix F. 
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The preceding analysis and interpretation thereof 
eaves little doubt that the average annual increase in 
ice per acre of rural real property in the impact group 
significantly greater than the price paid in either the 
or protected groups. Therefore, if the value of 
greati,,r· in the t·hree counties comprising the impact 
abjlity to produce property tax revenue bas been 
However, before drawing any definite inferences 
magnitude of the reservoir's role in market price 
property differentials, the other statistical tasts will 
described. 
Effects of Reservoir on the Rate of Change in the Estimated 
rket Value of Rural Real 
The second indication of the effects of Lake Cumber-
on the property tax base is determi.ned by investiga.-
the ra:te of change in the estimated countywide total 
rural real property in the impact group 
protected and control groups. Table 1 
summary of the regression coeffici.ents obtained 
the anaJ_ysis of covariance technique. 14 
In both the eight and six county classifications and 
analysis of covariance, when applied 'tn market values of 
property in the rural sector, yielded F ratios that 
14 
The author is :indebted to Professor James W. Martin, 
;ret~red Director of the University of Kentucky Bureau o.f 
:. Business Research, for his suggestion to incorporate esti-
mated market values of real property in the scope of this 
wtudy. · 
indicate a significant difference in regression 
at the 1 percent level. The regression coefficients for 
1h.e impact group for eight and six county classification 
are 1,246,342 and 1,360,428 respectively. The protected 
group regress ton coefficients are 55, 529 and 493, 694 for 
the eight and six county class. The regression coeffic.i-
ent for the control group is 1,137,149. 
Effects of Reservoir on the Rate of Change in the EstimateA 
Market Value of Rural Real Property Per Acre in Farm -----:.:::: 
A summa1:'y of the regression coefficients rela.ting 
changes in market value of rural property per acre in farm 
land to the three treatment groups appears in Table L The 
F tests indicate a difference in regression coefficients 
statistically significant at the 1 percent level for the 
elght and six county classifica tlons (Appendlx Table A ) . 
The regression coeffi.cients for the impact group are 
7.675 and 8.174 for the eight and six county classification.! 
respectively. The regress ion coefficients for the protect?1 
class are 3.972 for the eight county class and 4.139 for 
the six county classificati.on. Theregression coefficient 
for the control group i.s 6.516. Further evidence of the 
differential in estlmated market values per acre in farm 
ls given by regression coefficient for Russell County 
taken lndependently, and Russell and Wayne counties taken 
1:ogether. The regression coefficients are 9. 726 and 8.202 
t . ·1 15 respec 1ve y. 
15The absolu.te area of counties determines acreage 
farms. See Table GII, Appendlx G, for acreage in (cont 
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fects of Reservoir on the Rate of Chan e 1n the Estimated 
rket Value of Rural ~eal Propert~ __ Per Acre 
A summary of analysis of covariance as it pertains to 
values of real property per acre of land area w1th1n 
ch county appears in Table 1. The F test i.n the analysis 
covariance indicates a difference in regression coeffi-
impact group are 4.822 and 5.426, for eight 
classifications. The protected group regres--
ion coefficients are 2.451 and 2.013, for eight and six 
unty classifications. The control group of counties has 
regression coefficient of 4.633. In each instance, the 
coefficient is greater in the impact treatment 
in the other two treatment groups. 
Further indication of the magnitude of the differen..,-
is gi.ven by comparing the regression coeffi.cient for 
County taken independently with the control and 
treatment groups (remember that Russell County 
the largest reduction in land area, 19 percent). 
regression coefficient for Russell County is 6.713, 
hich is significantly larger than .for the control and pro-
groups. In other words, if the market value 
acre of real property is an indication of the potential 
base, then the rate of change in the market value per 
,(Ju, 15, continued) farms. Total acreages are Pulaski 
~ou1;ty, 403,200; Wayne County, 281,600.; Russell, 154,880; 
.M
2
. air., 251,520; Casey, 278,400; Metcalfe, 189,440; Monroe, 
13,760; and Cumberland, 196,480. Thds data does not include 
lilcreage removed from tax base through land acquisition for 
reservoir development. U~S. Bureau of the Census, U .s. 
>~nsus of Agriculture: 1959 Counties, Kentucky, Vol. '1, 
rt 30, County Table 2, pp. 148-57. 
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acre in Russell County is the :nighest of any county w · t 
' l hit 
the impact group and considerably greater than the other 
treatment groups. The inference therefore is that the 
county which lost the largest land area has sustained the 
highest annual rate of increase in market value. It ap-
pears to be more than coincidence tha.t tl:B same trend was 
noted fer all indicators of the relative rate of change 
the property tax base. 
Effects of tr!,e Reservoir on the Ra:te of Change in the 
County ·Tax Levy and the Assessed Value of Rural Real Pro£: 
erty 
The analysis of covariance failed to yield any mean 
ful results relative to the county .property tax levy. All 
regression coe.f f icients are negative and the coefficients 
of determination indicate that a very small amount of the 
. t• b 1 . d 16 varia ion can e exp a1ne. 
Table 1 presents a summary of the analysis of covari-
ance pertaining to the total assessed values of real proper· 
ty in the rural sector. ~he F test indicates that the dif-
ference between regression coefficients and treatment means 
is statistically significant at the l percent level. The 
regression coefficient for the eight and six county class 
in the impact treatment are 138,929 and 141,301. The pro-
tected treatment regression coefficients are 26,642 and 
17,999 while the control treatment is 68,909. 
16see Table AI, Appendix A. The reason the tax levy 
failed to yield meaningful results is discussed in the sec· 
tion containing characteristics of the data. 
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one :interesting fact emerges from comparing the vari-
regression coefficients. The regression coefficient 
n the impact group is over twice as large as the regres-
ei ther of the two other groups in the 
x or eight county classification. This condition is 
ttributed to local assessment characteristics. For polit-
expediency county tax commissioners prior to the 
Kentucky Court of Appeals 100 percent assessment rul-
were reluctant to raise assessments. This is reflected 
decline of assessment ratios, Table DI through ,DV, Ap-
Therefore, if assessed values in the aggregate 
to increase, it must come about through improve-
. ents in existing real estate or additions to the real 
It is interesting to note therefore that the 
assessed values in the rural sector of 
impact group is over twice that of the other two groups. 
situation clearly indicates that real estate develop-
as measured by changes in assessed values has been 
more rapid in the impact group than in either of the 
other groups. 
Further evidence of the differential between assessed 
reduced to a per acre base is also presented in Table 
In each classification the regression coef!icient is 
:significantly grea.ter in the impact group than in either 
control or protected group. The regression coefficients 
the impact treatment group are "9409 and • 9429 for the 
.eight and six county class. The protected group regression 
I' 
i· .. , 
:1 
1!, 
I 
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coefficients are .3231 and .3615 while the control group 
is • 5479. Once again taking Russell County inde d 
. pen entiy, 
the magnitude o.f differential can be visualized in the c 
ou 
that lost the largest amount of land from the tax rolls 
The regression coefficient for Russell County is 1.146 
' 
which is over twice as large as that of the control or 
protected treatment g:roups. 
SUMMARY A.l\/D CONCLUDING REMARKS 
This chapter is concerned with the statistical analy-
sis and interpretation of the various indicators orl' the rate 
of change in the property tax base in the impact treatment 
group of counties relative to the control and protected 
treatment groups in the rural sector of the Lake Cumberland 
area. The statistical modeL is designed to test if any 
significant difference exists in the various measures of 
the property tax base among respective treatment groups. 
First, a sample of market transactions in rural property 
is analyzed to determine if actual market prices differ 
among the three groups. Second, the estimated countywide 
total market value of rural property is analyzed. The thi~ 
and fourth categories reduce the estimated market value of 
rural property to a common base, for the explicit pu.rpose 
of reducing the variation resulting from vari.ation in the 
physical size of the various counties. The fifth section 
explains why the property tax levy, which is a function of 
a volatile tax rate, is not an indicator of changes int~ 
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tax base. The fifth section, however, assumes a 
tax rate at the statutory limit. The purpose of 
his procedure is to demonstrate how the changes in the real 
assessment among treatment groups in the rural sect-
takes on somewhat more meaning than the, analysis which 
-~ b'l t • 17 use of cne varia e .ax race. 
Finally 1t is pointed out that the loss in 1950 of 8 
of the total property tax base in the impact group 
appreciably impaired the ability of local government 
collect revenue. In each instance, the loss in the tax 
in the impact group has been more than offset by an 
the base relative to the two other treatment 
Furtherrr.ore, Russell County which initially lost 
percent of its total land area vis-a-vis rural property 
base through government land acquisi.tion for purpose of 
}::on.structing the reservoir, appears to have suffered the 
'least in terms of the difference among the various indicat-
18 
relative change in the property tax base. 
it mu.st be concluded that the loss of property 
from the construction of Lake Cumber-
only impaired tbe·ability of local government to de-
property tax revenue from the rural sector for a short 
'Period of time immediately after the land was removed from 
118 ~ ee Tables EI th.r·ough EVI I, Appendix E~ 
188 
~ee Table Cii Appendix C0 
,, 
J, 
',I 
!1 
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the tax rolls and that there appears to be a high degree 
of probability that the ability to extract tax revenue 
from real property is actually enhanced .in the long run, 
CHAPl'ER V 
DIFFERENTIAL EFFECTS OF LAKE CUMBERLAND ON THE REAL 
PROPERTY TAX BASE OF COMMON AND INDEPENDENT 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS 
The second chapter in the statistical series presents 
e covariance analysis as it pertains to school districts 
n the area of Lake Cumberland" In Kentucky there are two 
ypes of school districts, common school districts and 
ndependent school dis tri.cts. In this study the data for 
chool districts in those cou.nties having both common and 
ndependent school districts are combined in order that a 
aningful comparison be made with those counties with 
-0nly the common or consolidated school districts. 
NATURE AND PURPOSE OF CHAPTER 
The purpose of this chapter i.s to test the hypothesis 
the Cumberland reservoir has affected the property tax 
available to school districts in the impact treatment 
significantly different from that in 
the control and protected treatment groups. The tax base 
/studied amounts to the total value of rural plus urban 
property in the county. The analysis of covariance is 
applied to data taken from aggregRted common and indepen-
·dent school districts to test the above hypothesis. The 
/results of the statistical i.nvestigation proceed in the 
following order: (a) general discussion of methodological 
I, 
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and data problems and the method taken in their solution 
(b) analysis of assessed values of real property in 
common and independent school districts reduced to per 
capita, per acre, and per acre i.n farm bases, (c) anaiy-
' 
s is of estimated market values of real property in common 
and independent school districts reduced to per capita, Per 
acre, and per acre in farm common bases. 
Each of the analytical or empirical sections of this 
chapter contains. a brief discussion of the res~lts of 
the statistical test. Each section contains a discussion 
of the relevance of the regression coefficients and F test 
associ.a ted with the analysis of covariance. The essential 
test associated with the analysis of covariance is the horn~ 
genei.ty of regression coefficients. Table l contains a 
summary of regression coefficients which are discussed in 
this chapter. The actual F ratios for the analysis of varG 
ance and covariance are found in Appendix A. 
DATA CHARACTERISTICS AND PROCEDURAL EXPLANATION 
In order to simplify the presentation of the actual 
statistical results, peculiarities associated with the data 
are explained in this section. The data includes a~sessed 
values and estimated market values of real property in 
common and independent school di.s tricts. 
Although at first glance the analysis of assessed and 
estimated market values of countywide totals of the tax base 
available to school districts appears to be statistically 
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estionable, sufficient explanation relative to the 
oblem of aggregation and the variation in assessment 
in the first part of this chapter 
ov'errt1.le any tion one might have on the overall 
the study. Such problems are the inevitable 
rather wholesale violation of the methodologi-
prerequis1tes of statistical analysis. 1 It is for 
ecisely the reason of avoiding such pitfalls that the 
tatistical analysis is applied to the rural and urban 
··ectors as separ'a't.e uni ts" E'ven so it is interesting 
such a v.i.olation, combining the two sectors and 
complicating the problem further by applying an 
assessment ratio which is characteristic· of neither the 
.. rural nor the urban sec tor, yields results which are with 
exceptions complementary to the results obtained in 
analysis of the rural sector in Chapter IV· 
Sources and Methodological Problems 
There are two classes of school districts in the 
state o.f Kentucky. 'These two classes are: cominon school 
or the school district that provides for the 
a who le, and independent school districts, wh:ich 
usually located in cities or urban centers. Since the 
setting of this study is in rural Kentucky, 
1 ~ R. G.D. Allen. Mathematical Economics (2d ed.; 
. <?ndon: !J[acl\!li l lan &. 61. , Ltd. , 1965), pp. 694-724. Allen 
11 ves a good account and bibliography of the aggregation 
Problem and how it relates to mi.cro and macro models. 
'' 
,' 
ii:1'· 
,,:, 
' 
.,.'' 
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most of the counties within the scope of the study contain 
only a single or commo.n school district, Cumberland, 
Monroe, Adair, Metcalfe, and Russel 1 counties have only 
a common school district. Pulaski County has four inde-
pendent school districts plus the common district. Wayne 
and Casey counties each have one independent as well as t 
common school district, 2 
It is therefore necessary to maintain homogeneous data 
among the counties to combine the data pertaining to common 
and independent school districts in Pulaski, Wayne, and 
Casey counties, This procedure wi 11 enable, so far as is 
possible, a comparison between those counties having only 
the common school district and the three counties which 
have more than one school district. Two methodological 
problems emerge as a result of this procedure, First is 
the problem of the Rggregation of the rural and urban,data 
into what amounts to total assessment of real property. 
Second is the problem of selecting an assessment ratio 
that can be used to estimate the market value of the ag-
grega ted assessment. 
Specific Methodolog.i.cal Problems 
The fundamental problem posed by the aggregation of 
data pertaining to rural and urban assessments into a 
2
certain economies associated wi.t':l the consolidation 
of small independent school districts into the common 
school district are the major factor accounting for the , 
predominance of countywtde school districts si.nce World 11 ~: 
II in the area of Lake Cumberland as well as rural Kentuc 1 ' 
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~uestionable, sufLicient explanation relative to the 
roblem of aggrsgation and the variation in assessment 
atios is presented in the first part of this chapter 
any question one might have on the overall 
the study. Such problems are the inevitable 
rather wholesale violation of the methodologi-
prerequisites of statistical analysis. 1 It is for 
isely the reason of avoiding such pitfalls that the 
tatist1cal analysis is applied to the rural and urban 
Even so it is inter es ting 
such a violation, combining the two sectors and 
complicating the problem further by applying an 
assessment ratio which is characteristic' of neither the 
rural nor the urba.n sector, yields results which are with 
exceptions complementary to the results obtained in 
analysis of the rural sector in Chapter IV• 
There are two classes of school districts in the 
state o.f Kentucky. These two classes are: cominon school 
or the school district that provides for the 
county B.s a whole, and independent school districts, which 
are usually located .in cities or urban centers. Since the 
geographical setting of this study is in rural Kentucky, 
1 .,-, . ' ;.,+ .. 1 ' . . • R. "'· D. Al,.en. l\L,.,,.hemat1ce., Econom1.cs (2Cl ed., 
London: MacMillan &·C·<~Ltd:, 1965), pp. 694-724. Allen 
,gives a good account and bibliography of the aggregation 
Problem and how it rGlates to micro and ma.era models. 
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most of the counties within the scope of the study contain 
only a single or common school districL Cumberland 
' 
Monroe, Adair, Metcal.fe, and Russell count.ies have only 
a common school district. Pu.lask.i County has four inde-
pendent school districts plu.s the common district. Wayne 
and Casey counties each have one independent as well as 
CO!IL'llon school district" 2 
It is therefore necessary to maintain homogeneous data 
among the counties to combine the data pertaining to common 
and independent school districts in Pulaski, Wayne, and 
Casey counties. This procedure will enable, so far as is 
possible, a comparison between those counties having only 
the common school distri.ct and the three counties which 
have more than one school district. Two methodological 
problems emerge as a result of thi.s procedure. First is 
the problem of the aggregation of the rural and urban,data 
into what amounts to total assessment of real property. 
Second is the problem of selecting an assessment ratio 
that can be used to estimate the market value of the ag-
gregated assessment. 
Specific Methodological Problems 
The fundamental problem posed by the aggregation of 
data pertaining to rural and urban assessments into a 
2
certain economies associated with the consolidation 
of small i.ndependent school districts into the common 
school district are the major factor accounting for the , 
predominance of countywi.de school districts since World.~::. 
II in the area of Lake Cumberland as well as rural Kentuc 1 
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ingle school district which represents the total assess-
is sta.tist.:i.c-aJ.,, The application 
f the covariance model to the aggregated data ignores the 
a comrn.on_ statistic:a.1. ~,tr1.ri.a.nc0 ~ It is pointed 
in Chapter IV that the fu.ndamentrd reason for separat-
the data into rural and urban sectors is for the explic-
reason of n1a.1.ntaintr~g a comF!o·.n. vaz"i.ance among each 
-oup of dataw fherefor& 9 aggregating all real property 
nto a s:ing12 c1assab--:sch.oo1 d:is-'sri.8ts--ig:n.·o:t·es on.e of 
basic assumptions on which the analysis of covariance 
Although it is recog~izAd that an assumption in 
ta tistical msthttdo·logy· :is \'iO·.lc. t:c-d i the results, never-
are worth. reckoningo 
The second methodological problem is posed by the 
It is possible for extreme variations 
the market value of rea.l property to 
resnl t of vari.at:ion i.n the assessment ratios 
be applied. This appears to be parti.cularly 
~ignificant for those counties which contain only the com-
:mon school district. In Adai.r County, for example, the 
(County assessment ratio as estimated by the Kentucky De-
·partment of Rcwenue for rura.1 proper· ty expressed as a per-
o.f full market va:tlue vari.es from 29. 5 percent in 
3Allen, }:._qc.cit. 
4see chap. i for a discussion of assessment ratios~ 
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1950 to 14.8 percent in 1964 and that for urban pDoperty 
from 37. 7 percent in 1950 to 21. 7 percent in 1964, respect~ 
ively. The variation in the assessment ratio for the 
school district in Adair County was from 37.7 percent in 
1950 to 16.0 percent in 1964. 5 Similar variations ex!. 3 t 
in the other four counties which contain only the common 
school district. 
The discuss ion of the problems associated with v2.ri-
2.tion in assessment ratios suggests that (a) the problem 
of aggregation appears in assessment ratio as well as in 
total assessment within counties, which in turn suggests 
that (b) there is no statistical variance common to ag-
grega ted classes of property. For example, in the three 
counties (Pulaski, Casey, and Wayne) which have indepen-
dent school districts, there .is wide variation between 
the independent and common school district assessment 
ratios and considerably less variation between the assess-
ment ratio for county government purposes and that of the 
common school districts. 6 Essentially the problem is one 
of selecting which ratios to use to convert assessed to 
estimated market value. The selection in turn is related 
to the distribution of rural and urban property, and its 
relation to the total property in each county. For 
5see Tables DI through DVI, Appendix D, for a com-
plete listing of assessment ratios. 
6 Ibid. 
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in Russell County in 1964, the assessment ratio 
or county government purposes was 14. 5 percent for rural 
roperty and 22" l percent .for urban property. The common 
j;:;chool district ratio was 21.5 percenL However, it would 
that since the ma.jor portion of Russell County 
rural, a ra.t:i.o somewhat closer to that for rural than 
that for ur'ban property might give a more accurate per 
',acre account of market values" The same case can be made 
the other seven counties. 
Additional light is cast on the problem of variation 
assessment ratios by using alternate ratios for convert-
ing the assessed value of real property to the estimated 
:market value of real property" In 1964, the total assessed 
re,11 property in Russell County common school 
was $6,438, 911" This is also equal to the total 
assessment of real property in Russell County for 1964. 
same year, $4,221,255 was assessed for county 
government purposes in the rural sector while the urban 
accounted for the remaining $2,217,656. Convert-
market values, by using the common school district 
the assessed value of real property in the common 
district, vis-a-vis total assessment, yields a 
value of $29,592,818. Inflating the disaggregated 
assessments by the ratio of each specific class of property 
Yields a market value of real property i.n the rural sector 
of $29,192,103 and $10,034,642 in the urban sector. Adding 
the two sectors y.ields a total market value of $39,2.26,745, 
,1 
I 
'i 
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which is in excess of the total market value af real 
property in the common school district by $9,633,927. 
Simi.lar problems exist i.n the other seven counties. It 
is because of this discrepancy resulting from aggregated 
data that considerably more credence is given the analyses 
described in the preceding chapter, especially the section 
pertaining to market transactions, than to the analysis 
of school districts. 
Al though the precedi.ng discuss ion raises doubt as to 
the relt.abi.1 i ty of the aggregated data for use in the analy· 
sis of covariance, the results appear to be worth reviewing. 
The covariance analysis of both assessed and estimated 
values of real property in the aggregate reveals several 
interesting and worthwhile points" First, the analysis of 
assessed and market values of real property in school 
districts yields important information on the effect of 
Lake Cumberland on the largest single element of local gov-
ernmental finance" Second, the aggregation of assessed 
and estimated market value of real property in common and 
independent school distri.cts reveals something as to tre 
nature of real property in the aggregate. Third, the analy-
sis provi.des information complementary to the preceding 
chapter and provides a link with the following chapter O 
The same general format i.s used in th.ts chapter as 
was used in Chapter IV. A summary of the regression coef-
ficients associated with the analysis of covariance model 
appears in Table 2. The results of the stati.stical test 
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e confined to assessed values of real property reduced 
O 
a per capita, per acre, and per acre in farm base and 
stimated market values of real property teduced to per 
apita, per acre, and per acre in farm base. 
RESULTS OF STATIS'rlCAL INQUIRY INTO THE IMPACT OF LAKE 
Ct.:MBERLAND ON THE PROPER'TY TAX BASE OF COMMON AND 
INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICTS 
The results of the analysis of covariance model ap-
asseflsed and est:imated market values of real prop-
rty in common and independent: school districts appears in 
The results are summarized i.n terms of the regres-
aion coefficients for the eight and six county classifica-
F ratios and coefficients of determination are in 
';l!,ffects of the Reservoir on the Rate of Change in the 
Assessed vaTu.e of Real Property in Common and Independent 
choo-1 Dis tric-ts 
·-----------· 
ln order to compensate for variation in population and 
of the eight counties, the assessed values of real 
common and indepen<lent school di.stricts are 
reduced to a per capita, per acre, and per acre in farm 
ln each .instance, the F test i.n the covariance analy-
accepts the hypothesjs that the regression coefficients 
not equal and are significant at the l percent level. 
regression coefficient of the impact treatment group 
each instance is significantly greater than the regres-
coefficient of either the protected or control treat-
groups for the eight or six county classi.fications. 
TABLE 2 
Sl!Mi'1ARY OF REGRESSION COEFFTGTENIS FOR SELECTED INDICATORS OF FROFERIY 'fAX BASE, GOKMON 
AND INDEPRNDENT SCHOOL DISTRICTS, IN EIGl!T AND SJLK COUNTY CL-ASSI.FJGAT ION, IN SFL!'XTED 
GODNTIES ADJACE:NI TO LAKE; CFMBERlA1:,D, l 9:,0-l 964a 
~-=--~~-~=-~----=~-~~-=-=====---- -- ~--
-- -------------------- -~~~--=-=~~-=-~-~-- ~---~~--~~~~~ ~--·--------------~~------------~~~ 
lndic.atn:r of Re1 ar:ir,;e Ct;ange 
iJ1_ :Fr ope t Tax Base 
Assessed \_!ali:ae of Real 
?:repert·_1/ iP School Districts 
t\sse.ssed 1/al'ci:e of K.eal 
?ropertv in School D1&tricts 
Asses5ed Value of Beal 
'J;,,:e,-,w,."'" Y·~ ln, School Dis lr::Lct 8 
f_;sti.-ro.ai ed t 1faTiket \'aliJs cl 8£al 
J'1 ')JJ('. ir Sch.t,·c·l. Distrtct..s.· 
'Esrj.-rnaie.d L"1ar-kf't \ial\i.e- -~Yf Real 
Prop~rty ln Scl•o~l Dist~icts 
Est.i1naLe.d lVla.rkeL \Fal ue cif R.ea] 
- b 
==1~P~~~ -~ 
IJn.its 3 Covnt'.'v' 2 
$/Per Capita 16.310 l'? ,Ql,~ 
·.$ /Ac-re l J , 102 13_·~159 
$/Acre 
i<1 :F' arrn 16 .. 375 18 2)3 
Cap·i;: .a 13 913 1'.J, 542 
s Capi ca 8, 84-1 10 8!;'/ 
.$ //Ac- t-,?, 
Pr,,,r-,p.rt·-:1 i_n_ Schnul Dl.st·tict.s 1.,.., :Farm 80.562 9, 'dll 
Cc,:rt:ro1 Frote.c t:e~. _ G:co_~ 
=2 Cl~t:J-r.-y ~-- --
8_9/8 8 T/9 12 12-~ 
!+ .lil4 )_7(ll 6, 1,g 
~~ ."170 ~!', :)4.3 H 190 
13-463 .ll. 380 l-~ 3 31 
,,j36 3 9(1'; 6 390 
7 -~53 6., 17 l 
~-- ---------- - --~·--- . -----·------~------------='----'=-~---- -------------~=---,...._~~-- -- -·--=----- -.~ ~-~-- - ---·- - ------~~ 
a.See £\:iot.T1.l1i e a in Table. J, 
h . -
- Se!:' fu·:_1,tJ'_1.('Cf:-:. b i~J Tab Lf' 1" 
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tr· 
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fecte of ~-Reservoir on the Rate of Chang£_ in Esti.mated 
ket Vaice of Real .J:!.£pertv in Comro,;m. and ~pendent 
hcol J:Jistrlcts 
The analysis o:f covari . .a.nce relatiug the rate of change 
estim.a ted market values o:f rea1 property reduced to a 
to th:at of the analysis of assessed 
Thi.s is to be ex.pected because assessments are 
by the assessment ratio to obtain market values. 
Althou.gh the F ratios are significant at the 1 percent 
vel for all. F tesm in the analysis of covariance, the re-
ession coefficient in the control treatment group is larg-
than in the impact group in the eight county classifica,-
adjusted for changes in population (see '.!?able 2) •7 
si.tuation is probably related to the variati.on in 
sessment ratios rather than popfalation da.ta since the 
'11.nalysis testing the relative rates of change in assessed 
real property in common and independent school 
yields results which are in accord with the other 
statistical test. 
SUTurNIARY A.ND CONCLl!DING REMARKS 
The analysis in Chapter Vis concerned with assessed 
e.stima ted market values of real property in a,ggrega ted 
eommon and independent school di,str:ict.s. The results of 
analysis o:f covariance on assessed value of real property 
7 See Table CII, Appendix C, for a list of regression 
~?efficients for selected indicators of property tax base 
'l'l'1thin the impact treatment group. 
' 
', 
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in the aggregated school d:istricts did not differ gr"'"tl ' ...... ,:;, .. y 
from those obtained in Chapter IV. On the other hand 
1 
one class within the analysis of estimated market valu.es 
of real property in school districts is somewhat different 
from those obtained elsewhere in thE, study {see Table 2). 
This is s_ttributed to the problem of aggregation and vari-
a tion among assessment ratios and is in .no way related to 
the statistical method employed in the strtdt. 
The statistical analysis of common and i.ndependent 
school districts is simila.r to that obtained in the analy-
si.s of the rural sector. It .is therefore concluded that 
the evidence does not indicate that the loss of taxable 
real property associated with the reservoir bas in any 
way impaired local school districts' abi.lity to extract 
tax revenue from the remaining taxa.ble property. In 
fact the evidence indicates qui.tB the contrary. A good 
case can be made for the assertion that the secondary bene-
fits associated with reservoir have led to an expansion 
of the property tax b'ase in the impact group to a degree 
greater than in either of the other two treatment grcu:ps, 
CHAPTER VI 
DIFFEREN'I'lAL EFFECTS OF LAKE CUMBERLAND ON THE REAL 
PROPERTY TAX BASE IN THE URBAN SECTOR 
The final chapter in the statistical series gives an 
ccm:mt of the analysis of covariance as it pertains to 
various urban centers in the area of Lake Cumb.erland. 
urban classification included in the scope of this 
hapter includes that property which is designated urban 
or purposes of assessment, and that group of property 
sold is classified as urban by the Kentucky 
of Revenue. 
NATURE AND PURPOSE OF CHAPTER 
The purpose of this chapter is to test the hypothesis 
Lake Cumberland has affected the property tax base in 
. the protected treatment group of the urban sector in a 
manner significantly different from that of the control 
treatment groups. The hypothesis of this 
is changed from that of the two preceding chapters 
the only urban center directly affected by the 
reservoir is below the dam. The inference, therefore, is 
that the flood control benefits accruing to the urban areas 
below the dam have resulted in a rate of apprecia td.on in 
property values to a degree that i.s greater than similar 
property values in the impact and control treatment groups. 
l
·.;1 
,, 
;I 
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The covar.iance model analyzes data taken from the 
Department of Revenue sample of urban s:ales of real prop 
· er, 
ty, assessed value of urban real property and the estimated 
market value of urban real property. The results of the 
statistical investigation proceed in the followi.ng order: 
(a) general discussion of methodological and data problems 
and the method taken in their solution, (b) analysis of 
assessed value of urban real property, (c) analysis o.f es-
timated market value of real property, and (d) analysis of 
the average price per urban real estate tra.nsaction. The 
data pertaining to assessed and estimated market values is 
reduced to a common base of per capita in county and per 
capita in urban centers. 
Each of the analytical or empirical sections of this 
chapter contains a brief discussion of the results of the 
statistical tests. Each section contains a d:iscussion of 
the relevance of the covariance. The essential test as-
socia ted with the analysis of covariance is the homogenei 
of regression coefficients. Table 3 contains a summary of 
regression coeffi.cients which are discussed in this cha.pter. 
The F ratios for the analysis of variance and covariance 
are found im Appendix A. 
DATA CHARACTERISTICS AND PROCEDURAL EXPLANATION 
The determination of the effects of Lake Cumberland on 
the property tax base in the urban sector is hindered by 
difficulty in.interpreting a portion of the data incorpor-
ated in the scope of this chapter. The interpretation 
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is attributed to problems associated with 
ithel'.' (a) the exact nature of the data or (b) the lack 
data. Furthermore, it should be pointed out that prob-
ms associated with the data in no way alter the relevance 
f the statistical methodology per se. 
neral Data Sources and Meth.odological Problems 
The first problem area with regard to data is the 
of data on property values in the small urban centers 
vicinity o.f Lake Cumberland. Several of the small 
or towns simply failed to maintain adequate fiscal 
Within the . boundaries of the impact group, the 
Burnside and Eubank in Pulaski County, and 
in Russell County, are unable to provide any 
'data relative to assessed value of property or the property 
The data in Science Hill and Fergerson in Pulaski. 
incomplete. East Somerset, an unincorporated 
area of over 3,000 residents, which contains one-
of the urban residents in Pulaski County, is assessed 
}solely by the county. An alternate and more reliable source 
of data is the county tax commissioner's assessment of 
which is submitted annually to the Kentucky 
of Revenue and is published in its annual report. 
the assessments are divided into three classest 
(a) rural, (b) commercial and industrial, and (c) resi-
Before 1955 the latter two classi.fications ap-
as lots and were geneally thought of as property 
the corporate limits of a town or city or in the 
( ,. 
I 
i',' 
7.2 
general metropolit.;rn or urban area. For purposes of th·· ; 1S 
study, no deviation .is made with regard to the prescribed 
format of classification. The assessment process Bnd the 
distribution of assessments between the rural and urban 
classes are also beset with certain methodological 
problems disucssed in the following section. 
Additional da.ta is found in the samp<le o:f actual 
market sales of urban real estate taken by the Department 
of Revenue. The sample is divided into a rural or urban 
classification dependi.ng on the loca.tion and character.is-
tics of each .individual transaction. Thi.s is fortunate 
because the biases associated with co11nty assessments and 
the dearth of data resulting from small, understaffed city 
governments are overcome by an actual analysis of property 
values which are determined in the market plice. 
Speci fie Data Characteristics and Methodological Problems 
The discussion of the specific data characteristics 
is divided into two sections. The first s~ction is con-
fi.ned to a brief descript.ion of the sample of urban sales 
data. The second section contains a description of the 
methodological problems associated with the analysis of 
assessments and the distribution of assessments between 
the rural and urba.n classes of property. 
The sample of data of urban property transactions i 5 
obtained from the Kentucky Department of Revenue for the 
years 1954-1964 inclusive. From 1950 through 1953, the 
data is secured from deed books located i.n county court 
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Unfortunately the sale of urban property is not 
assified by a sta.ndard un:l.t such &$ the acreage figures 
given in the rural sales data. Such a situation 
necess :i ta tss the use of an average pr ice per 
ban real estate transaction. 
The number of mrba.n transactions is qui.te large. Thi.s 
an asset because as the sample s i.ze becomes large, the 
obability of random but not systematic error diminishes. 
e totRl ea.mple contains 4,488 observations. Distributed 
ong treatment groups, the i.mpact group contains 2, 918 
the protected grou.p, 484, and the control 
1,086. '.I'he large number of transacti.ons in the 
group is attributed to Pu.laski County which had 
1 905 saleB, or 42 percent o.f urban sales duri.ng the 15 
This is reasona.ble si.nce P1Jlask:i County has 
the largest concentration of urban property within the 
ight county ,i:rea. The number of urban transactions for 
he other counties are as follows: Russell County, 485; 
Cumberland County, 240; Monroe County, 
244; Adair County, 597; Casey Cmrnty, 337; and Metcalfe 
The two major advantages of the sample of urban sales 
are its large size in terms of number of observa.t:ions, 
the method by which i.t was collected. 1 Both of these 
1 
< 'Ih<o methodology associated with collection of sample 
.Sales data i.s discussed in chap. i. 
j;i 
'' I l'f' 
I
',, 
,1,· I 
I 
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are major factors contributing to the reliability of 
data and, therefore, the results which it will yield, 
The methodologi.calproblemsareassociated with. the ana 
sis of assessments and the distributi,on of assessed va 
between urban a:id rural classes. Furthermore, the analys 
of estimated market values is obscured since they are de-
rived by inflating the assessment by the assessment ratio, 
There are four problems which may cause error in at-
tempting to accurately estimate assessed and market values 
of real property i.n the urban sector. First is handling 
the distribution of absolute change in urban assessments 
within treatment groups through 1950-1964 time period, 
Second is handling the di.stribution between rural and urban 
assessment wi. thin each treatment group through the 1950-
1964 time peri.od. Third is the data relating to urban popu· 
la tion centers. Fourth, the assessment: process its elf is 
often subject: to question. Also, it should be noted that 
in some instances two or even more of the above sources of 
error may be in operation simultaneously, which compounds 
the problem further, 
The change between 1950 and 1964 .in the urban assessed 
value o.f real property appears to be in agreement with the 
urban sales data and a covariance analysis of assessed 
values. 2 If the urban assessed value in 1950 were taken 
as L 00, the 1964 assessed value i.n the protected group 
2
see Tables BVI.II through BX, Appendix B. 
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mberland County) is 2.10 compared with 2.08 in the 
pact group and L 93 i.n the control group. The change 
value of the rural assessment follows the trend pre-
in tha.t the largest multiplier is 
assessment of 1.45 as opposed 
L 14 for the protected group (Cumberland County) and 
.. 29 for the control group. However, the evidence is 
• 
,complete i.f terminated at this point. In terms of the 
between rural and urban assessments and each one's 
impact on the total assessment, the growth in 
total assessments seems to be almost unaffected by the 
owth .in the urban sector. While the growth in urban 
sessment more th,rn doubled in the pro tee ted group to 
ve the greatest change of the three treatments, the 
'Urban base is so, small that very little e:ffect is shown 
the total assessment. In terms o.f total assessment, 
impact group ma.intains the largest growth with an 
increase of 1.68 as opposed to 1.32 for the protected 
group and L46 for the control group. Furthermore, the 
esul ts of assessed and market values are obscured by the 
between indi.vidual groups. In 1950, the 
in impact group was 13.Z times larger than the 
in the protected group (Cumberland County), 
nand the si tue.tion scarcely changed by 1964, the di.fferential 
13 t.i.mes larger. On the other hand, the control group 
assessment was 5 .1 t:imes larger than the protected 
urban assessment in 1950. However, by 1964 the 
i 
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control group urban assessment had fallen to 2,9 times 
larger tha.n that for the protected group, 
The a.nalysis is further complicated by the changin" 
0 
distributicn over time between rural and urban assessment$ 
within each group, The rural percentage of the to ta.I as~ 
sessment is relatively cl.ose in the control and protected 
groups, 82.8 percent in 1950 and falling to 70,6 percen 7 
and 72, 7 percent by 1964 within each respective group, In 
the impact group, the situation is quite different; in l 
fue rural port.ion of total assessment was 6L6 percent 0 : 
fue total and in 1964 the rural assessment was 53.l percen 
The rat to o.f assessed value of real property to market 
value is much higher in urban areas than rural, therefore, 
if the impact group contalns a higher overall percentage 
of urban property and maintains this through time the tota 
as well as rural mrket values will be larger when the as-
sessed values are inflated by the ratio, This explains wily 
the impact group market values appear to be significantly 
greater than either the control or protected treatments, 
Also it complements the analysis in the preceding para.graph 
whi.ch shows very little change among the absolute differen-
ti.al in assessment between the i.mpact and protected trea 
groupso Monroe County ts deleted from the relevant portion 
of the analysis in thi.s chapter because the river does not 
affect any urban centers i.n Monroe Cou:nty"3 
3see chap" ii.i for further explanation as to reason 
for deletion of Monroe County in protected group. 
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The data relative to population is also difficult to 
terpret when trying to de.fine what constitutes an urban 
There is no way of knowing if the defini ti.on of 
ban center used for estimating popula t1on is the same as 
hat used for obtaining the urba.n assessment, It is very 
r.ha t if urban assessments are higher than rural, some 
o.f property receive pre.f erential treatment. Thi.s 
ct is alluded to in an earlier paragraph, where it is 
'hown that rural property is assessed at a rate., relative 
J> the market value, lower than its urban counterpart. 
e good example of the assessment and population problem 
East Somerset, East Somerset is an unincorporated 
ban suburb of Somerset. According to the 1960 Census, 
st Somerset has 3, 645 residents which is over half of 
population of Somerset proper, Unfortunately, the 1950 
nsus does not list any resi.dents in East Somerset, To 
urther complicate the problem, it is not known how con-
istently the assessment in .East Somerset is classified 
ural or urban, Similar cases exist for small towns such 
Gradyvi11e in Adair County, Dunnville and Middles burg 
Casey County, Su.mmer Shade in. Metcalfe County, and 
'lk>opersville in Wayne County" 
There are also several subjective factors associated 
the assessment process which cohld contribute to 
erroneous statistical results. The hlgh urban assessment 
relative to rural ratios ind.i.cate a distinct bias 
the assessment process .favoring the rural sector" County 
' ii.',: 
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Tax Commissioners are elected officials and thereby 
motivated by politic al pres,sures, Furthermore, tax com-
missioners may lack adequate knowledge about the tech~ 
niques o.f assessment and appraisal o.f real estate, 
It must be concluded therefore that with regard to 
the four sections of this chapter dealing with assessed 
and estimated market values of real property the prob:lems 
relating to da.ta are so numerous as to severely limit the 
reliability of the r,esults, Furthermore, without better 
data sources or a great deal more time, i.t appears almost 
impossible to rectify them. Only the section dealing with 
the average price per urban sale i.s believed reliable . 
.Also it should be noted that the opportunity cost element. 
when the large sample of actual urban sales is considered, 
rules out any further considerati.on given 
ment data. 
to the assess-
The same format is used .in this chapteras was used in 
Chapters IV and V. .A summary of the regression coe.ff.icien 
associ.a ted with the analysts of covariance appears in Table 
3. The results of the stati.sti.cal test are confined to 
assessed and es ti.mated: market values of urban property re-
duced to a per capita in county and per capita in urbac 
center base. However, the most i.mportant measure o.f the 
relati.ve change :in the property tax base i.s the sale price 
of urban property. 
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RESULTS OF THE STATIST'ICAL INQUIRY INTO THE IMPACT OF 
LAKE CUMBERLAND ON 'THE PROPERTY TAX BAS.E OF 
THE URBAN SECTOR 
The results of the analysis of covariance model 
pplied to assessed and estimated values of real urban 
croperty and sales of urban real estate appear in 'rable 
The results are summariz,ed in terms of the regression 
oefficients for the ei.ght and si.x county classifi.cation. 
ratios and coefficients of determination are in Appendix 
The assessed and estimated market values are reduced 
a per capita in county and a per capita in urban 
''.Effects of the Reservoir on the Rate of Change in Assessed 
lue of Urban Pro erty Per Ca ita i.n County and~ 
pita in Urbap Centers 
Table 3 contains a summary of the analysis of covari-
model applied to the assessed value o.f urban property 
a base of per capita i,n county and per ca pi.ta 
urban centers. Reduction of the data is for the purpose 
reducing variation associated wi.th physical size of the 
county or size of population. 'J'he analysis of covariance 
applied to the treated data yie1ds significant F and T 
tests at the 1 percent level. All regress.ion coefficients 
in the eight and six county class are signjfi.cantly di.f-
In each case the :regression coeffi.c:lent for the 
:lmpac t group is greater · than that of the control group 
and the protected treatment group. 
1, 
:.1', 
I'' 1,:' 
! 
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cts of the Reservoir on the Rate of Chane in the 
~mated Market Vaht;~of. Urban Real Property Per Capita 
co,3.nt - and Per Can:i .,a 1.n Urban Centers 
The 8.nalysis o.f covariance model applied to the esti-
ted market values of urban real property converted to a 
r capita in county, and per capita in urban centers 
is yields much the same results as those of the pre-
In each classification the regression 
the impact treatment groups are greater 
han the regression coeffi.cients fer the control and pro-
cted treatment groups. In each class if icat ion both the 
tests are significant at the 1 percent level. The 
of the analysis of covariance appl:ied to too esti-
ted market value data are summarized in Table 3. The 
eceding two sections add very little that is new, es-
cially when considered wi.th regard to the results of 
preceding two chapters. The basic reason for this is 
distribution between rural and urban assessments, which 
discussed before the summarization of the emp.irical test. 
ifhe following section, however, presents an analys:is of the 
average sale price per urban transaction, the results of 
"Which are quite interesting. 
;iffects of the .Reservoir on the Rate of Change in the 
'.Average Price Per Urban Sale of Real Estate 
The analys i.s of covariance model in this section uti-
lizes the average selling price per urban sale regressed on 
time to evaluate the reservoir's effect on the protected 
treatment group. The reason for this approach is that it 
impossible, using the Department of Revenue's sample of 
lll'ban sales, to identify urban property as to location within 
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the urban area, or by·descriptive characteristics such 
as 
square feet of floor space, or dimension of lot. Al though 
an average selling price per transact1on is not a. perfect 
measure of the market for urban real estate, the results 
the a.nalys1s of covar1ance prove to be most interesting.4 
The F test 1s sign1ficant at the l percent level, 
which ±nd1cates a significant difference between regress 
coefficients. T test applied to the regression coeffic 
indicates that all are greater than zero and are also s 
ficant at the 1 percent level. Table 3 presents a summary 
df the results of the covariance test on the relative rate 
of change in urban property values. 
The rate of change in urban property values in the pr<r 
tected treatment group, as expressed by the regression cod· 
ficient, is significantly greater than in either the impact 
4 This does not mean to suggest that commercial and rewi• 
dential property value will vary only with the dimensions 
building or lot size. Many other factors may add or subtnd 
from the selling price of a piece of urban property. Loca· 
tion within a city, type of building material, location witll 
respect to service centers and schools, number of bathroolllll, 
type of standard appliances, air conditioning, regional ge-
ographical location, and per capita income in the communi 
are but a few determinants of value of urban real estate. 
Many regression models have been constructed to analyze 
variation in urban property values. However, for purposes 
of this study, the ra:te of change of average prices per 
urban unit is a sat1sfactory measure of relative diff re,m .• ~-
in the market forces and not the determinants of real estate 
value per se o For examples of studies in determ:i.nants of 
real estate value see Morris Beck, "Determinants of the 
Property Tax Level! A Case Study of Northeastern New .TAi·s~~ 
National Tax Journal, XVIII, No. 1 (March 1965), 7~-77; d 
Willi.am Pendelton, "Sta ti.stical Inference in Appraisal an 
Assessment Procedures," The Appraisal Journal (January 1 
73-82. 
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control treatment groups. This situation holds for the 
county and si;x county c1asses. However, since Wolf 
Dam does not provide flood control protection for 
centers, in Monroe County as a result of the 
berland River's course through the county, the six 
unty class is considerably more significant as an 
ndicator of the reservoir's impact on urban property 
alues than is the eight county class. Furthermore, the 
icance ,,f this difference is seen by com.pari.ng the 
egression coef.f:icients for the protected group in the 
ight and six county class. In the eight county class, 
regress ion coeffi.cient for the protected group is 
the i.mpact group 14. 382 and the control group 
.270. Dropping Monroe County from the protected group, 
Jhe regression coefficient rises to 22.529 compared with 
regression coeffi.cient of 15.808 for the i.m.pact group 
Wayne County and 12.270 for the control group. In 
words the rat·e of change in dollar value of urban 
property beginning with the completion of the reser-
has risen at a rate in the protected area of seven 
per year greater than in the impact group and ten 
greater than in the control group. This is an 
interesting point s i.nce in terms of absoul te amounts the 
average value per sale over the 15 year period is greater 
in the impact group than in either of the other two. The 
value per urban sale in the impact group over the 
period is $5,292, in the protected group the 
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average value per urban sale is $5,099, and in the co t 
r. r-01 
group the average value per urban sale is $4, 183. 
The evidence as given by the analysis of actual 
conditions in each of the respective treatment groups t 
on additional significance because Burkesville, Kentuc1<v. 
only urban center in the protected group i.s located 8 n t 
Cumberland River flood plain downstream from Wolf Creek 
It appears that the location of Burkesville with respect t,1 
the dam, when comb.ined with the sign.ificant di.fference in 
the relative rates of change of market prices of urban real 
estate, is a good indication that a.t least some portion in 
the appreciation of property values is attributable to fl 
control benefits. In any event the above situation, when 
considered in light of a 15 year absence of flooding, is 
more than coincidental. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The empiri.cal analysis of assessed and estimated market 
values of real property i.n urban centers seems to cloud 
rather than clarify the nature of reservoir's impact on t 
property tax base of urban centers. A priori reasoning 
a glance at a map seems to indicate that the primary impact 
on the property tax base of urban areas should occur in 1 
area downstream from Wolf Creek Dam. ]'urthermore it is 
impossible to evaluate the effects of the reservoir on the 
town of Burnside, the only town in the impact counties im-
mediately adjacent to the reservoir, since the reservoir 
forced complete relocation of the town as a result o.f 
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thereby destroying any continuity in property 
lnes. Also, the city officials in relocated Burnside are 
to locate either the assessed value of property 
the property tax revenue receipts, thereby rendering 
analysis of Burnside impossible. For all of the above 
.ecasons, the most logical point of urban impact is in the 
of Burkesville in Cumberland County. Furthermore, a 
to Burkesville adds still more weight to the asser-
One example is f mrnd in the court house, The records 
offices in the county court hoµse, a predam structure, 
e one full story above ground level to prevent flooding. 
county clerk indicated that it was a common occun°· nee 
take a boat to work during the early spring flood season. 
erefore, the pre-empirical research indicates that rela-
urban areas, Burkesville must have bene-
The results of the statistical test on markret trans-
ct ions bear out the a priori assertions. Even though the 
relating to assessed and market values appears 
first sight to contradict the analysis based on market 
,transactions, suf.ficient doubt has been interjected to 
>ll:emonstra.te that its reliability is subject to question. 
the other hand, the sample o:f market sale pri.ce data is 
;,quite large and its reli.ability has been carefully checked, 
that it reflects actual market forces. Therefore, based 
the covariance analysis of market transactions, it is 
~easonable to conclude that there appears to be a high 
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degree of probability that the flood control benefitc; 
, Pro-
vided by Wolf Creek Dam have affected the market Price 
'' 
more specifically the rate of change in market prices 
vi,s-a-vis property tax base, of urban property in the Pro-
tected group (Cumberland County) to an extent which is 
si,gnificantly greater than in either the tmpact or control 
treatment groups, In any event the analysis reveals that 
the property tax base i.n the urban sector of the protected 
group (Cumberland County), as are reflected in the refa-
ti,ve change in market prices, has not been impaired by the 
construction of Wolf Creek Dam and Cumberland Reservoir, 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
As stated in the introductory chapter the purpose of 
study is essentially to: (a) develop a method which 
suitable for ascertaining the impact of large reservoirs 
the property tax base of city and county governments, 
select a test reservoir on which the suggested method 
n be examined and its reliability established, and (c) 
dicate how the method will be useful in projecting the 
pact of new reservoirs and reservoirs in the planning 
age on local government property tax revenues. Within 
rtain methodological constraints, the study accomplishes 
out to achieve. 
METHODOLOGICAL CONTRIBUTION 
Perhaps the major contribution of this study is the 
thodological approach which is taken to evaluate the 
Cumberland on the property tax base of the 
ree counties in which the lake is located. The methodo-
gical contribution is an outgrowth of the need to develop 
techniques by which the secondary benefits realized 
the area adjacent to a water resources project can 
evaluated. This is a necessary prerequisite to the in-
Usion of better estimates for secondary benefits in the 
cost-benefit ratio. The central issue to which this 
study is addressed is separation of property tax base 
which would in all probability occur during the normal 
course of events. 
The adaptat.ion of the cov.ariance model to fit the 
problems posed by this study is extrc,mely fortunate. The 
covariance mod~·l. through the quantification of the dis-
ruptive or treatment effects, attacks the fundamental 
problem posed by thi.s study, or for that matter any impact 
study. The model succeeds in isolating, testing for signi-
ficance, and subsequently by quanti.fying one phase of the 
economic impact of Lake Cumberland. More specifically, the 
method tests the hypothesis that the rate of appreciation 
in the property tax base is different in the adjacent 
counties than it would have been had the lake not bec,n 
constructed. 
The covariance model provides answers to these questiol!I! 
in two ways. First, the covariance model makes an adjust-
ment for the covariate, in this instance time. Stated some-
what differently, the impact of time on the differential 
effects of the reservoir is accounted for by the covariance 
adjustment. Second, separation of the effects of the reser-
voir on the property tax base within the region as a whole 
is accounted for through the assignment of different port 
f th · t "f' t t t The isolation o.. e region o speci. 1c rea men groups. 
· , · h · the tmmedi· of the reservoir· s impact on the tax base w1.t in 
ate vicinity of the reservoir is made possible by assigniPC 
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ecific political units to an appropriate treatment class 
pending on t.be nature of the effect of the reservoir on 
The three treatment groups take on 
titles impact group, protected group and con-
group, 
The model ended by testing for statistical signifi-
ce and quantifyi.ng the di.fference in the rate of change 
the property tax base among the three groups. 
It can be concluded that the quantifi.cation of the 
reatment effects and the resulting isolation and identi-
ication of the impact differentials is the major contribu-
ion of this method in the analysis of secondary benefits 
a given area, as a result of a water resource 
project. 
SUMMARY OF EMPIRICAL TEST 
Once the general problem of trying to isolate the ef-
iects of a reservoir on local property tax revenues vis-a-
vis property tax base is defined, two additional require-
.;ments must be met in order to proceed. First, a suitable 
required in order to attack the general p11oblem. 
a test reservoir i.s required in order that the 
relevance, and significance of the methodology can 
Lal;{e Cumberland was selected as the test 
reservoir. In order that the methodology be evaluated em-
pirically and the actual effects of the reservoir be 
determined, data samples of urban and rural property sales 
l,1., 
:1,,' 
,I 
I 
11 
I 
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for the years 1950-1964 inclusive were collected and 
analyzed. A summary of the analysis of covariance ap-
plied to urban and rural real estate sales is contained 
in Table 4. Since the data relating to property trans-
actions is the most reliable indication of economic 
activity, vis-a-vis changes in the property tax base, it 
is considered as the primary data source i.ncorporated in 
the scope of the study. Secondary data sources which also 
yield valuable results are assessments of real property 
and market valu,es of rea1 property which are derived by 
inflating the assessed values by the assessment ratio. 
In order that continuity ma.y be maintained and that 
variation in property values be m.:i.n_im.i.zed"' the data is 
divided into two parts--;ind these two parts were also 
combined to analyze the total tax base i.n the county 
available to school districts. This division gives rise 
to the three chapters of the study whi.ch discuss the 
statistical results and interpretation thereof through 
the use of the analysis of covariance modeL 
Chapter IV concerning the second section was the high 
point of the study because the major disruptive effect of 
the reservoir was initially in the rural sector, The three 
impact counties lost 8 percent of their land area from the 
tax rolls through government purchase of property. Broken 
down by county, the loss in land area was 4 percent of 
Pulaski County, 9 percent o.f Wayne Cmrnty, and 19 percen I 
of Russell County. 
SUMMARY OF REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS FOR THE SALE OF RURAL AND URBAN REAL ESTATE 
IN EIGHT AND snc COUNTY CLASSIFICATION IN SELECTED COUNTIES 
Indicator of Relative 
Ch,uig:e In )Toperty 
ii· ft::,-;:: J3:-:1,~: i.:: 
ADJACENT TO LAKE CUMBERLAND, 1950-1964a 
Impact 
Units 8' County 
b Group 
6County 
Protected Group 
8 County 6 County 
Control 
Grou:e 
8 County 
', ___ .·. ·-·---------------------------------------------
.Aver,t1.ge ;Sa.le Price of 
H.L.U'R1 Real Estate 
J!Pr' AC1''8 
A"\/fJ1,.,;-t({e 1?1::i.ce Per 
tTJ:lJB,l".c. Sa.le 
$/Acre 
$/Sale 
a See footnote a, Table 1. 
bSee footnote b, Table 1. 
5.601 
14.382 
SOURCE: Same as for Table 1. 
6A36 
15.808 
,~c-==----=~--
3.387 1.830 
18.581 22.529 
4.740 
12,270 
(D 
;.,; 
-· ,- -c, = ~.. '~-,~--~ ,L--'<- ;;·;c1 
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The differential rates of change in rural land 
values as found for the control counties, the impact 
counti.es as a whole, and Russell as the county suffering 
the greatest land loss is presented in Figure 4 .. 
The results of the analysis of covariance applied t Q 
the data obtained from the sale of rural property 
that the property tax base i.n the i.mpact group as a whole 
has sustained a prolonged growth rate which is significant-
1y greater than in either the control or protected treat-
ment groups. Also, when Russell County is taken indepen-
dently, the results of changes in land values per acre 
regressed on time indicate that the loss of 19 percent 
of the tax ba.se did not impair the abiU.ty of local gov-
ernments to extract tax revenue from that portion which 
remained. In other words, the larger the fraction of the 
total land area of a county taken for the reservoir, the 
faster the accret.ion of value of the remaining land was 
found to be. The secondary data sources also yielded 
results which are complementary to those obtained from the 
primary data source--sales of rural land. 
Given the results of the analysi.s of covariance model 
as appl.ied to the various indicators of the relative c 
in the property tax base, it must be cone luded that over 
the 15 year period the initial loss in the tax base bad 
been more than compensated by subsequent economic growth 
induced by the presence of the re,;,ervoir (Figure 4). 
Furthermore, the evidence clearly indicates that there 
$/ACRE 
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exists a high degree of probability that as a result of 
the reservoir the property tax base in the impact group 
has actually expanded relative to the two other treatment 
groups. 
The fact that the regression coefficient in the impact 
group is signif.icantly greater than either the protected 
or control treatments leaves very little to chance (Table 
4). Of course, such a conclusion is predicted on the as-
sumption that the market place gives an accurate descrip-
tion of the change in land values within the impact group 
relative to the other two treatment groups. This appears 
to be somewhat stronger than a mere assertion since all of 
the factors which influence the market value of real estate 
as a result of geographic homogenei:ty are assumed to be in 
operation in all the treatment groups; that is, all of the 
factors save the reservoir and the 83,000 acres needed 
for its construction. It must therefore be inferred that 
the differential effects on the property tax base, as 
determined through the analysis of covariance model, can-
not be attributed to chance or coincidence. After re~og-
nizing the random nature of chance, it appears reasonable 
to conclude that the major portion of the differential in 
the rural sector be attribut~d to the effects of Lake 
Cumberland on the impact group. 
In Chapter VI, the focal point is in the urban sector, 
Prior to the formalization of the study and the selection 
of the method, a tentative assumption was made as to the 
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of the reservoi.r's impact on the urban areas • 
. e hypothesi.s to be tested in the study was that the 
effect on urban areas was pr0bably a result of 
control benef1ts afforded urban centers by Wolf 
Dam. The only urban center within the eight county 
has received flood control benefits is Burkes-
ille in Cumberland County. If the hypothesis is true, 
indicate an appreciation in urban 
operty values at a rate in the protected group which is 
eater than in the impact or control treatment groups. 
The results of the stat1stical test indi.cate that the 
.hypothesis i.s in .fact true. 
The analysis of covariance appli.ed to the sales of 
ttrban property indicates that real property values have 
increased in the protected group (Cumberland County) at 
a rate greater than those in the control or impact treat-
The differential effects as expressed by the 
respective regression coefficients are statistically signi-
This suggests that the flood control protection 
by the reservoir has resulted in a net addition 
values in the protected group relative to the two 
'.other treatments. This is especially interesting when con-
the light of the inclusion o.f the urban areas 
in Pulaski County within the impact treatment. It is pos-
the high concentration o.f urban property in 
relative to the other groups could have dis-
torted the statistical test. Fortunately this is not the 
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c.ase. In any event urban property values regressed 00 t 
in Wayne and Russell counti.es yleld regression coefficie 
which are somewhat lower than the analysis which includes 
Pulaski. Such results are not i.n a.ny way contrary to t 
obtained by the inclusion of Pulaski County. 
It is the ref ore concluded that the urban property tax 
base of the protected group, which consists solely of 
Cumberland Co1J:nty, has i.ncreased at a faster rate since the 
constructi.on of Wolf Creek Dam and Lake Cumberland than it 
has in the other counties. It is furthermore inferred that 
there appears to be a high degree of probabi 1.i ty that the 
differential between the rate of change in urban property 
values in the protected group relative to the two other 
treatments is attributable at least in part to the flood 
control protecti.on afforded Burkesville by the reservoir, 
It appears highly unlikely that the acceleration in urban 
real estate values in the protected area, when considered 
in li.ght of the reservoir's impact in the rural sector, 
can be accounted .for by chance. 
IMPLICATIONS FOR PLANNING AND POLICY 
f h 1 f 1 t d f the con· Very o. ten w en p ans are bei.ng ormu a ,e .. or 
st.ruction of large scale water resource development proJer 
one of the major concerns to local government is the 
loss in tax base and the fiscal problems that result there· 
Of. t !1e from. The possibility of losing neB,rly 20 percent 
total land area vis-a-vis property tax base cannot bet 
lightly. 
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If through statistical projection it is demonstrated 
in the long run the affected area will more than ra-
ver the initial loss in the property tax base, 3ome of 
anxieties associated with building of the reservoir 
be relieved. Unfortunately, however, there remains 
problem of the i.nitial loss i.n the tax base and revenue 
its immediate impact on locfl.l fim>.nce administration. 
is conceivable that local governments he compensated for 
e loss in tax revenue in the short run. Such a poli.cy 
be handled i.n several commonly accepted ways. One 
would be for the local governments to be compen-
subvention or su.bsidy as part o.f the project cost. 
be wise .for the compensation to be allocated over 
of time with the annual amount as the tax base 
Furthermore, the direction of compensation could 
reversed after the ta~ base extends beyond where it would 
ve been without the reservoir, resulting in the repayment 
the compensatory grant to the development authority out 
the expanded tax base. The latter seems to te an equitable 
that the expansion of the base is of the nature 
a windfall to a region resulting from outsi.de investment 
the reservoir project whi.ch would not under normal condi-
ions have occurred. 
Finally, the study may lead to some means whereby the 
ojected and quantifiable secondary benefits associated 
development may be included in cost-benefit 
One such benefit from the local viewpoint is the 
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expansion of the local property tax base resulting from 
reservoir development. The model also provides a methocto 
for quantifying land enhancement benefits or the benefit 
s 
resulting from the appreciation in the value of land whicn 
is a function of the prate ct ion from flooding that it is 
afforded. 
SUGGESTED METHODOLOGICAL REFINEMENTS 
The major contribution of this study is that it 
a method by which one aspect of secondary benefits result 
from the construction of a large scale, multi-purpose reser• 
voir can be evaluated, Refinements of the initial method 
of inquiry can take several forms. 
(1) Much better stati.stical results in terms of ex-
plained variation may be obtained by grouping the sample 
of land transact ions in strata. It is very likely that a 
considerable degree of unexplained vari.at:ion is associ-
ated with the variation in plot size; consequently, the 
sample could be stratified according to plot size. The 
same general procedure could be followed in the urban sectot 
by grouping urban sales according to the magnitude of sole 
price. After such treatment of data, the general ·analysis 
of covariance model could be applied. 
(2) In this study, the simple linear regression Of y 
on X is used. However, if the above suggestion as to 5 
stratification is used tt is likely that the dependent 
able Y varies w:i.th ti.me, x1 , and plot size, x2 , as 'Nell as 
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vari.ables, x3 . ". X0 , so that a multiple covariance 
is suitable for isolation of the treatment effects. 
same general technique also applies to the urban sector. 
(3) An attempt can be made to identify, by site, selec-
transactions in property. Such identification would al-
for incorporation of a qualify variable within the 
It would also allow differentiati.on of property 
counties according to their relative location with 
spect to the reservoir. This is not necessary in this 
del because the large sample and relative homogeneous 
conditions of the eight county region account 
such a quality variable. 
(4) A land use study based on comparing 1949 aerial 
otographs with recent photographs would prove to be most 
eful in isolating relative change in land use patterns. 1 
of an intermediate year should also not be 
(5) Data relating to present and future real estate 
ransactions throughout the state should be kept on file. 
~uch data should indicate the location of rural land and 
nature of improvements. In urban areas, lot size, 
}ocation, square footage, etc., should be recorded. Such 
information collected on a sample basis would prove to be 
lT, 
. ne suggestion as to the need for a land use study 
;Was provided by Professor Thomas P. Field of the University 
of Kentucky Ge~graphy Department. 
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very useful in determining the relative impact of a vast 
array of public investment projects. This information 
also be particularly useful in Kentucky in determining 
balance between assessed and market values in light of 
1965 100 percent assessment ruling by the Court of Appea 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER INQUIRY 
Local government finance is analogous to the Marshal-
lian scissors in that it has two cutting edges--revenues an!! 
expenditures. This study is concerned only with the revenlll: 
blade or the property tax base. The expenditures side was 
not purposely i.gnored; it was s.imply considered a topic 
future inquiry. 
It is conceivab~e and in many cases very likely that 
the construction of a major resource development could re-
sult in a demand for public expenditures far in excess of 
the expanded tax base's ability to meet expenditure needs 
Such instances are of common occurrence, especi.ally in tile 
large urban areas or in conjunction with large military 
bases. On the other hand, the opposite si.tuation is also 
quite likely. In any event, every effort should be made 
to evaluate the net effect of the reservoir on the local 
public finance structure. 
The analysis of covariance appears to be a suitable 
method and should reveal some interesting aspects on tile 
expenditure side of the local fiscal equation. At first 
· fitr glance, the major problem area seems to be in the class 1 
tion of expenditures, so as not to delete from the 
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eliability of the statistical method of inquiry. Given 
he proper design, the results of the statistical inquiry 
hould prove to be most interesting and meaningf.uL 
One further suggestion which should prove to be of 
uffictent interest to warrant :investigation is the sales 
It is quite likely that a si.milar pattern in the 
tax might emerge after adjusting for seasonal change, 
nd the impact could therefore be isolated, as was the case 
the analysi.s of the property tax base. Ample data does 
exist a:1d the results should prove interesting and possibly 
complementary to the results of the analysis i.n this study. 

APPENDIX A 
Supplemental Covariance Tables 
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TABLE A-I 
RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE AND COVARIANCE OF co·11ry 
REAL PROPERTY TAX LEVY, WITHIN THREE TREATMENT c' 
GROUPS IN SELECTED COUNTIES, 1950-1964 
F 
Degrees 
of 
Freedom 
Treatment 
Groupsb 
Impact 
Protected 
Control 
Eight Counties 
Covariance Analysis 
of Variance 
10.620 7.168 
2 116 3 116 
Six Count iesc 
Covariance AnalvsI;j 
of Var 
Coefficients of Regression and Determination 
Eight Counties Six Counties c 
bd 2 bd 2 r., r 
-34.860d .001 
-174.711 .0559 
-Hl5.555 .0040 
aF ratio significant at 1 percent level. However due 
wide variation in tax rate and changes in tax rate with time 
this test is devoid of meaning. 
bT test applied to regression coefficient not signifi-
cant at 5 percent level for all groups. 
cThe six county classification was not run on the com-
puter because there was no reason to expect the results to 
be any more meaningful than those of the first eight county 
class. 
dUnits of b, the regression coefficient, measure the 
average rate of decrease in the property tax base indicator 
The rate of change is measured in dollars. 
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TABLE A-II 
RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE AND COVARIANCE OF C:!fANGES 
: IN AVERAGE SALE PRICE OF RURAL PROPERTY PER ACRE, 
WITHIN THREE TREATMENT GROUPS IN SELECTED 
COUNTIES, 1950-1964 
Eight Counties 
Covariance Analysis 
of Variance 
73.869 78, 940 
2 116 3 116 
Coefficients of Regression 
Eight Counties 
be 2 r 
5.601 ,3653 
3.387 .5061 
4.740 .6233 
Six Counties 
Covariance Analysis 
of Variance 
77,648 76.148 
2 86 3 86 
and Determination 
Six Counties 
b 2 r 
6,436 .4561 
1.830 .2472 
4.740 . 6233 
aF ratio significant at 1 percent level. 
bT test applied to each regression coefficient signifi-
at 1 percent level. 
c Units of b, the regression coefficient, measure the 
i!,Verage rate of increase in the property tax base indicator. 
'The rate of change is measured in dollars per acre, 
I 
,, I 
' . 
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TABLE A-III 
RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE AND COVARIANCE OF CHAN 
IN MARKET VALUE OF RURAL PROPERTY, WITHIN THREE Gig 
TREATMENT GROUPS IN SELECTED COUNTIES, 1950-1964 
a Test 
F 
Degrees 
of 
Freedom 
Treatment 
Groupsb 
Impact 
Protected 
Control 
Eight Counties 
Covariance Analysis 
of Variance 
23.830 36.692 
2 116 3 116 
Coefficients of Regression 
Eight Counties 
be 2 r 
1,246,342 .3150 
555,529 . 5475 
1,137,149 .4582 
Six Cou.n ties 
Covariance Analysis-
of Var ianel! 
15.525 25.025 
2 86 3 86 
and Determination 
Six Counties 
b 2 r 
1,360,428 .2938 
493,694 .6567 
1,137,149 .4582 
aF ratio significant at 1 percent level. 
bT test applied to regression coefficients are signifl• 
cant at the 1 percent level for all groups. 
0
units of b, the regression coefficient, measure the 
average rate of increase in the property tax base indicator, 
The rate of change is measured in dollars per acre. 
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TABLE A-IV 
ULTS OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE AND COVARIANCE OF CHANGES IN 
MARKET VALUE OF RURAL PROPERTY PER ACRE IN FARM, WITHIN 
THREE TREATMENT GROUPS IN SELECTED COUNTIES, 1950-1964 
Eight Counties 
Covariance Analysis 
of Variance 
50.358 98.550 
2 116 3 116 
Coefficients of Regressi.on 
Eight Counties 
be 2 r 
7.675 .6563 
3.922 .6157 
6.516 .6788 
Six Counties 
Covariance Analysis 
of Variance 
36.434 80.387 
2 86 3 86 
and Determination 
Six Counties 
b 2 r 
8.174 .6903 
4.139 .7643 
6.516 .6788 
aF ratio significant at 1 percent level. 
bT test applied to regression coefficients are signifi-
at 1 percent level for all groups. 
c Units of b, the regression coefficients, measure the 
verage rate of increase in the property tax base indicator. 
he rate of chap;ge is measured in dollars per acre in farm. 
TABLE A-V 
RES,lLTS OF A}IALYS IS OF VARIANCE AND COVAR IAN CE: or ill AR 
VALUE m.mAL. PROPERTY PEE: ACRE. w I THIN THREE TRE.~ fMfNr 
cmm:Ps IN SELECTED COUNTIES, 1950-1964 
F 
Degrees 
o.f 
Freedom 
Treatment 
G·rcrt11ps 
Im_p.act 
Control 
Eight Con.nt:tes 
(:riv'iriance Amalysis 
of Variance 
17.901 57.358 
2 116 3 116 
Stx Cou.nt..ie,; 
Covari.ance ~81v:::1~-
of Var 1 
16 .. 315 4 9 9!8 
2 86 3 86 
-------
Coefficients 0f Regression and Determinatinn 
Six 
b 
Count i e.s 
·2 ·-- -
r 
____________________ , ___ -··---~---
4.822 • 5485 5 .426 e02JG 
.2. 451 .4835 
• 6Hl7 
aF ratios are significant at 1 percent level. 
bT test applied to regression coefficients are s1gn 1 
cant at l per"cent level for al'l grou.ps. 
0 units of b, the regressi.on coeffici.ent, me.asure tlw 
ave,rage rate o:f i.ncrease i.n the pr;)perty tax base 1ndica 
The rate of change is measured i.n dollars per acre. 
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TABLE A-VI 
;RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE AND COVARIANCE OF ASSESSED 
VALUE OF RURAL PROPERTY PER ACRE, WITHIN THREE TREATMENT 
GROUPS IN SELECTED C01INTIES, 1950-1964 
Kight Counties 
Covariance Analysis 
of Variance 
125.621 119.934 
2 116 3 116 
Six Counties 
Covariance Analysis 
of Variance 
17L379 170.389 
2 86 3 86 
Coefficients of Regression and Determination 
Eight Counties Six Counties 
be 2 b 2 r r 
.9409 .6247 .9428 .9103 
.3231 • 2217 .3615 .4455 
.5479 .5754 .5473 .5754 
aF ratio significant at l percent level. 
bT test applied to regression coefficients are signifi-
at l percent level fof all groups. 
c Units of b, the regression coefficient, measure the 
· average rate of increase in the property tax base indicator. 
The rate of change is measured in cclollars per acre. 
T .a est 
F 
Degrees 
of 
.Freedom 
Trea.tment 
Groupsb 
Impact 
Protected 
Control 
TABLE A-YII 
Eight Counti.es 
Cova1·Lance Analysis_._ 
of Yari.<lIJCC) 
23"181 17.817 
2 116 3 116 
lOR 
S fx C1'.)tin ti PE-
Covar ia.nce Ana 1 y~ 
of \' a r i ane.t, 
15.206 1L5B9 
2 86 
----
Coefficients of Regression and Determination 
Eight CornntJ.es s i .. x. Counties 
.2 
__________,____ _______ 
be b 2 r r 
138,929 ,0698 141,301 ,0547 
26,642 .1871 17,999 , 076.J 
68,909 ,0912 68,909 .0912 
aF, ratios 2ignificant at 1 percent leveL 
bT te.st a.ppli.ed to regress ton c.oeffi.cie:nt:sr alJ gr<YJpS 
except protected gronp,eight county class not significant 
at 5 percent leve,1. Protected group of e:lght co,rnty c, ass 
significant at 5 percent level. 
cIJnits of b, the reg·:r~es!stc,n c0effici.en_t;1 m,e8.s\1.re tbe 
average rate of increase in the property tax base in1ica 
The rate o.f change is me.asured in dollars, 
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TABLE A-VIII 
RESULTS o:F ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE AND COVARIANCE OF .ESTIMATED 
MARKET VALUE OF REAL PROPERTY IN COMMON AND INDEPENDENT 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS PER CAPITA, WITHIN THREE TREATMENT 
GROUPS IN SELECTED COUNTIES, 1950-1964 
Eight Counties 
Covariance Analysis 
of Variance 
10.784 98.408 
2 116 3 116 
Six Counties 
Covariance Analysis 
of Variance 
12.806 83.305 
2 86 3 86 
Coefficients of Regression and Determination 
Eight Counties 
13.923 
13.469 
14.331 
.5864 
.7550 
.8233 
Six Counties 
b 
15.542 
12.380 
14.331 
2 
r 
.6061 
.8609 
.8233 
aF ratios are significant at the 1 percent level. 
bT test applied to regression coefficients are signifi-
at 1 percent level for all groups, 
cUnits of b, the regression coefficient, measure the 
'•verage rate of increase in the property tax base indicator. 
The rate of change i.s measured in dollars per capi. ta i.n coun-
ty. 
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TABLE A .. J:X 
RESULTS OF'. ANALYSIB OF VARIANCE AND COVARIANCE OF 
MARKET VALUE REAL PROPERTY COMMON AND INDEPI:NDfNT 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS PER ACRE, WITHIN THREE 'IREATl\!ENT 
GROllPS .IN SELECTED CO'JNTIES, 1950-1964 
F 
DegreeF, 
of 
F'reedom 
Eight Counties 
Covariance Analysis 
of Variance 
3.2, 506 4.2,619 
2 116 3 116 
-- ~- - ·-==-=-::-:::= 
Si.x Counties 
~e Ana·,·--~-. 
of V;n i 
57.4 
2 86 3 85 
Coefficients of Regression and Determination 
Treatment 
Groupsb 
Six Co11nti.As 
·=r-
r 
·----------------------- -----
Impact 8,841 ,2709 
Protected 5,536 ,6623 ,7980 
Control 6,390 ,6509 6,390 
ap ratio significant at 1 percent level, 
b · ·f,ca"'* T test applied to regression coefficients s1gn1 • •·• 
at 1 percent level for all groups, 
cUnits of b, the regression coefficient, measure tbe 
average rate of i.ncrease i.n the prcperty tax base inrl1ca 
The rate of change .l..s mea.sured :tn d<:.,1lars per acre, 
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TABLE A-X 
RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE AND COVARIANCE OF MARKET 
VALUE OF REAL PROPERTY IN COMMON AND INDEPENDENT SCHOOL 
DISTRICTS PER ACRE IN FARM, WITHIN THREE TREATMENT 
GROUPS IN SELECTED COUNTIES, 1950-1964 
Eight Counties 
Covariance Analysis 
of Variance 
24.715 85.525 
2 116 3 116 
Six Counties 
Covariance Analysis 
of Variance 
35.287 83.838 
2 86 3 86 
Coefficients of Regression and Determination 
Eight Counties Six Counties 
8.562 .5825 9.481 .6971 
7.493 .7566 6.171 .8541 
8.504 .6611 8.504 .6611 
aF ratios are significant at the 1 percent level. 
bT test applied to regression coefficients are signifi-
at 1 percent level for all groups. 
cUnits of b, the regression coefficient, measure the 
verage rate of increase in the property tax base indicator. 
he rate of change is measured in dollars per acre in farm. 
I'. 
I!: 
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TABLE A-Xl 
RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE AND COVARIANCE OF ASSESS 
VALUE OF REAL PROPERTY IN COMMON AND INDEPENDENT SCHOOL li;l) 
DISTRICTS PER CAPITA, WITHIN THREE TREATMENT GROUPS IN 
SELECTED COUNTIES, 1950-1964 
F 
Degrees 
of 
Freedom 
Eight Counties 
Covariance Analysis 
of Variance 
4,853 42.778 
2 116 3 116 
Coefficients of Regression and 
Treatment Eight Counties 
Groupsb be r2 
Impact 16.310 .6655 
Protected 8.978 .2096 
Control 12.124 .6603 
Six Counties 
Covariance Analysis.._ 
of Var 
3.059 48. 101 
2 86 3 86 
Determination 
Six Counties 
b 2 r 
17.014 . 6404 
8.779 .6249 
12.124 ,6603 
aF ratios are significant at the 1 percent level. 
bT test applied to regression coefficients are signiU* 
cant at 1 percent level for all groups. 
cUnits of b, the regression coefficient, measure the, 
average rate of increase in the property tax base indicator, 
The rate of change is measured in dollars per capita in 
county. 
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TABLE A-XII 
RE:SULTS OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE AND COVARIANCE OF 
ASSESSED VALUE REAL PROPERTY IN COMMON AND INDEPENDENT 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS PER ACRE, WITHIN THREE TREATMENT GROUPS 
IN SELECTED COUNTIES, 1950-1964 
Eight Counties 
Covariance Analysis 
of Variance 
53.151 5L237 
.2 116 3 116 
Six Counties 
Covariance Analysis 
of Variance 
119,405 103.511 
2 86 3 86 
Coefficients of Regression and Determi.nation 
Eight Counties Si.x Counties 
be 2 b 2 r r 
1L702 .2787 13,759 .5375 
4.414 ,6928 3.701 , 6246 
6. 748 .5591 6. 748 .5591 
aF ratios are significant at the 1 percent level. 
bT test applied to regression coefficients are signifi-
at 1 pereent level for all groups, 
c Uni ts of b, the regression coefficient, measure the 
:;average rate of increase in the property tax base indicator, 
. The rate of change is measured in dollars per acre, 
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TABLE A-XIII 
RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE AND COVARIANCE OF ASSES 
VALUE REAL PROPERTY COMMON AND INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DIS Sil} 
PER ACRE IN FARM, WITHIN THREE TRE'A'TMENT GROUPS IN SE£~t'tl 
COUNTIES, 1950-1964 'Ill···· 
b Test 
F 
Degrees 
of 
Freedom 
Treatm15nt 
Groups 
Impact 
Protected 
Control 
Eight Counties 
Covariance Analysis 
of Variance 
72.128 59.290 
2 116 3 116 
Coefficients of Regression 
_Eight Counties 
be 2 r 
16.375 .2279 
5.570 .3891 
8.190 .6384 
Six Counties 
Covariance Analysil!-
of Var 
82.587 65.230 
2 86 3 86 
and Determination 
Six Counties 
b 2 r 
18.223 .2708 
5.543 . 5962 
8.190 .6384 
aF ratio significant at l percent level. 
bT test applied to regression coefficients significant 
at 1 percent level for all groups. 
cUnits of b, the regression coefficient, measure the 
average rate of increase in the property tax base ind 
The rate of change is measured in dollars per acre in faria. 
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RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF' VARIANCE .AND COVARIANCE OF' ASSESSED 
VALFE OF URBAN REAL PROPERTY PER CAPITA IN COUNTY, WITHIN 
THREE TREATMENT GROUPS IN SELECTED COUNTIES, 1950-1964 
Eight Counties 
Covariance Analysis 
of Variance 
52.074 63.202 
2 116 3 116 
Coefficients of Regression 
Eight Counties 
2 b C, r 
10.134 .3941 
7. 374 .8846 
5.301 .4352 
Si.x Counties 
Covariance Analysis 
of Variance 
54.733 56.596 
2 86 3 86 
.and Determination 
Si,x: Counties. 
-
b r2 
1L563 .4411 
7 .143 .8242 
5.301 .4352 
aF rati.o s'ignificant at 1 percent leveL 
bT test applied to regression coefficients significant 
percent level for all groups. 
cTJnits of b, the regressi.on coefficient, measure the 
• average rate o:f increase i.n the property tax base indi.ca tor. 
The rate of change is measured in dollars per capita in 
county. 
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TABLE A-XV 
RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE AND COVARIANCE OF CHANG 
IN MARKET VALUE OF URBAN PROPERTY PER CAPITA IN CODNTyEll 
WITHIN THREE TREATMENT GROUPS IN SELECTED COUNTIES ' 
a Test 
F 
Degrees 
of 
Freedom 
Treatment 
Groupsb 
Impact 
Protected 
Control 
1950-1964 I 
~-
Eight Counties Six Counties 
Covariance Analysis Covariance Analr{-
of Variance of var° 11 
45,634 74.839 46.297 59. 950 
2 116 3 116 2 86 3 86 
Coefficients of Regression and Determination 
Eight Counties Six Counties 
be 2 b 2 r r 
47.436 .5050 53,763 , 5373 
42.038 .8469 37A98 .8832 
27.030 .4803 2,703 .4803 
aF ratio significant at 1 percent level. 
bT test applied to regression coefficient significan 
at l percent level for all groups. 
cUnits of b, the regression coefficient, measure th<' 
average rate of increase in the property tax base indic&t«· 
The rate of change is measure<:! in dollars per capita in 
ty. 
TABLE .A.-XYI 
RES!.'1/I'S OF' ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE AND COVA.RIANCE: OF ASSRSSED 
AH'.E OF URBAN PROPERTY PER CAP:!'TA IN URBAN CENTERS, WITHIN 
THREE TREATMENT GROl,PS IN S.ELECTED COIJNTIES, 1950.:.1964 
Eight Counties Six Counties 
Covariance Analyiiis Covariance AnalySis 
of Variance of Variance 
73,018 137,196 99,687 152,250 
2 116 3 116 2 86 3 86 
Coefficients of Regression and Determination 
"---~--
Tre.~. tm.en t Eigh"t Co~nt:le~s Six. Cov.ntim;: 
Oroupsb br, 2 b r2 r 
Impact 40,779 ,6267 45, 171 ,7359 
!Totected 3L548 0 71'.~2 23,275 0 7742 
34,255 ,8451 34,255 ,8451 
a 7 ratios are significant at the 1 percent level, 
bT test applied to regresaion coefficients are signifi-
at 1 per-cent level for all groinps, 
0 Uni ts 0.f b 9 the regress ion coe,ff icient, mea;,;iu·e the 
average rate of increase in the property tax base indicator. 
The rate of change is measured in dollars per capita in 
"Jcrba.n centers. 
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TABLE A-XVII 
RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE AND COVARIANCE OF EST 
MARKET VALUE OF URBAN REAL PROPERTY PER CAPITA IN DR , 
CENTERS, WITHIN THREE TREATMENT GROUPS IN SELECTED BAI, 
COUNTIES, 1950-1964 
a Test 
F 
Degrees 
of 
Freedom 
Eight Counties Six Counties 
Covariance Analysis Covariance AnalJsT;i"-
of Variance of Var 
22.931 16.261 25.176 17.689 
2 116 3 116 2 86 3 86 
Coefficients of Regression and Determination 
Treatment 
Groupsb 
Impact 
Protected 
Control 
Eight 
197,260 
197.943 
142 .450 
Counties 
2 
r 
,7234 
.6739 
.7687 
Six 
b 
218.041 
137.764 
142,450 
Counties 
2 
r 
. 7771 
.8533 
,7687 
aF ratios are significant at the 1 percent level. 
bT test applied to regression coefficients significall! 
at the 1 percent level for all groups. 
cUnits of b, the regression coeffici.ent, measure the 
average rate of increase in the property tax base ind. 
The rate of change is measured in dollars per capita in 
urban centers. 
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TABLE A-XYIII 
:ESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE AND COVARIANCE OF AVERAGE 
PRICE PER !JRBAN SALE, WITHIN THREE TREATMENT GROUPS 
IN SELECTED COUNTIES, 1950-1964 
~-E_i,ght Counties 
Covariance Ana 1 ys is 
of Variance 
7.725 17.488 
2 116 3 116 
Coeffi.cients of Regression 
Eight Counties 
be 2 r 
14.382 .2124 
18.581 .3809 
12.270 ,1919 
Six Counties 
Covariance Analysis 
of Variance 
9.165 15.584 
2 86 3 86 
and Determination 
Six Counties 
b 2 r 
15.808 .2173 
2.2, 529 ,5659 
12.270 .1919 
aF ratios are significant at 1 percent level. 
b T test applied to regression coefficients are signifi-
at 1 percent level for all groups, 
... cUnits of b, the regression coeffici.ent, measure the 
(llVerage rate of increase in the property tax base indicator. 
The rate of change is measured in dollars per urban sale. 
.I 
I 
I 
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TABLE A-XIX 
RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE AND COVARIANCE OF ASSEssi;; 
VALUE OF URBAN REAL PROPERTY, WI THIN THREE TREATMENT . lJ 
GROUPS IN SELECT.ED COUNTIES, 1950-1964 
========================================::::::::::---
a Test 
F 
Degrees 
of 
Freedom 
Treatment 
Groupsb 
Impact 
Protected 
Control 
Eight Counties 
Covariance Analysis 
of Variance 
22.814 15.692 
2 116 3 116 
Coefficients of Regression 
Eight Counties 
be 2 r 
3.384 .0024 
6,134 .6743 
5.333 .1557 
Six Counties 
Covariance Analysu;-
of Var 
and 
32.498 
2 86 
-23.200 
3 86 
Determination 
Six Counties 
b 2 r 
2.360 .0773 
4.405 .7746 
5.333 .1557 
8 F ratio significant at 1 percent level. 
bT testsapplied to regression coefficients of impact 
group are not significant at 1 percent or 5 percent level 
for eight or six county class. T tests are significant at 
1 percent level for protected and control groups in eight 
and six county class. 
cUni ts of b, the regress ion coefficient, measure the 
average rate of increase in the property tax base indicator. 
The rate of change is measured in dollars. 
APPENDIX B 
Assessed Values of Real Property 
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TABLE A-XX 
RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE AND COVARIANCE OF CHANGE 
IN ESTIMATED MARKET VALUE OF URBAN PROPERTY, WITHIN T!!R,::, 
TREATMENT GROUPS IN SELECTED COUNTIES, 1950-1964 !: 
a Test 
F 
Degrees 
of 
Freedom 
Treatment 
Groupsb 
Impact 
Protected 
Control 
Eight Counties 
Covariance Analysi.s 
of Vari.ance 
25.952 21.173 
2 116 3 116 
Coefficients of Regression 
Eight Counties 
be r2 
9,255 ,0987 
3,859 ,6523 
3,117 ,2603 
-~ 
Six Counties 
Covariance AnaTysi:ij-
of Var 
and 
30.575 
2 86 
-23c235 
3 86 
Determination 
-Si::s: Counties 
b 2 r 
1L596 . 1247 
3.859 ,6523 
3,117 .2603 
-· 
aF ratio significant at 1 percent leveL 
bT test applied to regression coefficients impact 
not significant at 1 percent or 5 percent level, T test 1 ~ 
plied to regression coefficients protected and control 
significant at 1 percent level, 
cUnits of b, the regression coefficient, measure. the 
average rate of increase in the property tax base 1wJ1ca 
The rate of change is measured in dollars. 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
957 
958 
959 
960 
961 
962 
963 
964 
1950 
1951 
1952 
953 
954 
1955 
. 956 
'1957 
'.1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
,1963 
.1964 
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TABLE B-I 
ASSESSED VALUE OF RURAL REAL PROPERTY IN THE 
THREE IMPACT COUNTIES 
Russell Pulaski 
2,541,260 7,387,949 
2,511,020 7,520,125 
2,576,170 7,458,948 
2,551,380 7,753,041 
2,998,731 7,776,248 
3,235,605 7,845,427 
3,337,480 8,139,498 
3,382,080 7,981,288 
3,338,640 8,359,204 
3,410,940 8,587,067 
3,498, 740 8,905,233 
3,634,390 8,995,242 
3,829,790 9,166,585 
3,982,455 9,454,260 
4,221,255 9,657,340 
Kentucky Department of Revenue. 
ASSESSED VALUE 
TWO 
TABLE B-II 
OF RURAL REAL PROPERTY 
PROTECTED COUNTIES 
Cumberland 
2,933,214 
2,876,652 
2,856,396 
2,840,497 
2,830,684 
3,829,480 
2,795,929 
2,972,737 
2,773,539 
2,933,010 
2,905,7:b6 
2,920,337 
2,934,877 
3,356,854 
3,349,900 
Kentucky Department of Revenue. 
Wayne 
3,045,630 
3,046,105 
3,323,873 
3,373,957 
4,911,597 
4,755,999 
4,682,425 
4,651,115 
4,707,275 
4,693,281 
4,776,474 
4,874,475 
4,982,165 
4,864,844 
4,899,822 
IN THE 
Monroe 
2,7128,775 
2,711,405 
2,692,755 
2,743,125 
2,733,620 
2,621,826 
2,553,713 
2,540,166 
2,558,891 
3,090,761 
3,063,203 
3,082,633 
3,053,557 
3,066,465 
3,108,270 
,, 
i'' 
,1 
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TABLE B-III 
ASSESS.ED VALUE OF RURAL REAL PROPERTY IN THE 
THREE CONTROL COUNTIES 
=:::::::::::::: Year Adair Casey Metcalfe 
1950 4,162,516 4,655,185 3,280,175 1951 4,410,005 4,662,230 3,284,100 1952 4,318,375 4,660,025 3,291,150 1953 4,302,535 4,663,795 3,284,250 1954 4,276,785 5,372,184 3,234,620 1955 4,211,305 5,400,320 3,223,030 
1956 4,217,320 5,401,970 3,187,945 1957 4,223,690 5,446,680 3,196,520 
1958 4,232,500 5,469,660 3,179,095 
1959 4,271,690 5,597,820 3,212,390 
1960 4,272,395 5,687,770 3,215,640 
1961 4,296,690 5,791,190 3,245,025 
1962 5,740,480 5,868,686 3,324,855 
1963 5,785,165 6,179,320 3,365,900 
1964 5,859,452 6,293,735 3,402,550 
SOURCE; Kentucky Department of Revenue. 
TABLE B-IV 
ASSESSED VALUE OF REAL PROPERTY IN COMMON SCHOOL DISTRICTS 
IN THREE IMPACT COUNTIES 
Year Pu.laski Russell Wayne 
1950 7,109,207 3,433,560 3, 108,855 
1951 7,424,527 3,401,740 3,033,736 
1952 7,478,075 3,477,880 3,328,850 
1953 7,843,543 3,554,970 3,394,914 
1954 7,921,874 4,237,845 4, 921, 596 
1955 8,230,620 4,469,070 4,750,364 
1956 8,559,946 4,718,930 4.702,628 
1957 8,731,076 4,734,980 4; 661,243 
1958 9,079,209 4,860,825 4,673,564 
1959 9,321,880 5,064,964 4,686,569 
1960 9,766,127 5,316,209 4,795,727 
1961 9,918,586 5,522,565 4,908,88 7 
1962 10,091,828 5,828,983 5,059,537 
1963 10,858,490 6,064,312 5,254,283 
1964 11,326,010 6,438,911 5,396,126 
-SOURCE: Kentucky Department of Revenue. 
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TABLE B-V 
ASSESSED VALUE OF' REAL PROPERTY IN SCHOOL DISTRICTS 
IN TWO PROTECTED COUNTIES 
950 
951 
952 
53 
954 
.955 
956 
957 
958 
.959 
960 
961 
962 
963 
1964 
950 
951 
952 
953 
954 
955 
956 
.957 
958 
959 
960 
961 
962 
963 
964 
Cumberland 
3,602,400 
3,572,817 
3,534,9T8 
3,544,223 
3,531,085 
3,554,318 
3,511,071 
3,508,905 
3,519,447 
3,820,077 
3,815,825 
3,906,982 
4,125,106 
4,674,747 
4,739,404 
Kentucky Department of Revenue, 
TABLE B-VI 
Monroe 
3,281,825 
3,346,440 
3,502,521 
3,480,235 
3,494,373 
3,519,601 
3,552,393 
3,564,716 
3,643,891 
4,470,736 
4,458,123 
4,500,688 
4,529,709 
4,607,605 
4,739,575 
ASSESSED VALUE OF REAL PROPERTY IN SCHOOL DISTRICTS 
IN THREE CONTROL COUNTIES 
Adair Metcalfe Casey 
3,990,961 3,653,299 4,653,965 
4,100,290 3,680,420 4,664,520 
5,695,295 3,691,620 4,667,890 
5,711,515 3,705,583 4,664,585 
5,908,761 3, 743, 945 5,331,179 
5,875,088 3,684,173 5,358,390 
5,884,495 3,658,405 5,379,070 
5,956,500 3,680,570 5,433,310 
6,010,450 3,701,005 5,437,620 
6,079,123 3,744,015 5,550,840 
6,147,409 4,356,885 5,656,660 
6,233,085 3,998,245 5,773,120 
8,153,870 4,351,688 5,894,688 
8,225,885 4,406,192 6,203,580 
8,333,877 5,149,770 6,302,085 
Kentucky Department of Revenue. 
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TABLE B-VII 
ASSESSED VALUE OF REAL PROPERTY IN INDEPENDENT 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS 
Science ~ Year Ferguson Hill Somerset 
(Pulaski Co.) (Pul..aski Co. ) (Pulaski Co.) 
1950 275,000 400,000 5,500,000 
1951 326., 288 409,930 5,699,374 
1952 333,426 418,115 5,925,479 
1953 344,781 439,105 6,178,081 
1954 358,195 446,430 6,254,348 
1955 366,950 467,355 6,402,856 
1956 368,695 476,450 6,633,655 
1957 365,585 474,665 6,753,748 
1958 382,305 518,280 7,102,080 
1959 413,075 545,970 7,306,751 
1960 430,120 569,860 7,590,510 
1961 436,490 570,875 7,837,250 
1962 448,560 573,560 8,085,950 
1963 491,970 614,240 8,351,175 
1964 523,210 631,820 8,720,640 
SOURCE! Kentucky Department of Revenue. 
TABLE B-VIII 
Monticello 
(Wayne Co.) 
1,220,975 
I,344;787 
1,351,004 
1,372,169 
2,089,380 
1,902,175 
1,902,525 
1,909,385 
1,954,838 
2,003,415 
2,071,880 
2,136,975 
2,188,170 
2,228,175 
2,302,930 
794, 
828, 
853, 
895, 
1,010, 
1, 026, 
1, 078, 
1, 115, 
1, 157, 
1, 238, 
1,320, 
1,415, 
1,433, 
1,501, 
1,602, 
ASSESSED VALUE OF URBAN REAL PROPERTY IN THE THREE 
IMPACT COUNTIES 
Year Pulaski Russell Wayne 
1950 5,855,941 878,450 1,187,725 
1951 6,306,955 890, 7.20 1,275,575 
1952 6,654,697 901,710 1,297,800 
1953 7,008,564 1,003,590 1,316,850 
1954 7,163,720 1,239,114 1,990,163 
1955 7,603,1175 1,233,465 1,806,975 
1956 7,859,818 1,283,950 1,836,000 
1957 8,306,445 1,323,400 1,853,405 
1958 8,669,214 1,483,420 1,855,355 
1959 8,955,876 1,648,355 1,928,915 
1960 9 ,410, 836 1,794,060 2,017,530 
1961 9,739,312 1,858,735 2,131,333 
1962 9,994,626 1,959,550 2 147,885 
' 0 1963 10,822,565 2,059,235 2 538,07.) , -
1964 11,500,490 2,197,985 2,739,13D 
SOURCE! Kentucky Department of Revenue. 
-
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TABLE B-IX 
ASSESSED VALUE OF URBAN REAL PROPERTY IN THE TWO 
PROTECTED COUNT I.ES 
======================--= 
Year 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
Cumberland 
600,938 
607,708 
611,978 
638,265 
644,586 
652,574 
654,755 
650,270 
678,290 
838,494 
798,804 
868,559 
1,085,324 
1,199,216 
1,263,625 
SOURCE! Kentucky Department of Revenue, 
TABLE B-X 
Monroe 
553, ~------
635.035 
743:545 
737,010 
760,653 
897,675 
991,080 
1,024,450 
1,012;900 
1,367,875 
1,381,750 
1,416,805 
1,474,655 
1,504,070 
1,630,895 
ASSESSED VALUE OF URBAN REAL PROPERTY IN THE THREE 
CONTROL COUNTIES 
Year Adair Casey Metcalfe 
1950 1,295,075 785,725 371,615 
1951 1,269,875 828,245 395,320 
1952 1,362,220 858,370 400,470 
1953 1,395,080 893,020 420, 670 
1954 1,630,176 968,695 508,662 
1955 1,660,483 982,600 460 ;:, 
1956 1,666,180 1,049,970 470,460 
1957 1,724,560 1,096,040 484, 
1958 1,772,440 1,121,050 520,0 
1959 1,804,570 1,187,390 531,625 
1960 1,873,415 1,282,590 566. 
1961 1,934,995 1,387,440 543, 
1962 2,411,500 1,408,010 610,040 
1963 2,438,185 1,453,970 649, 975 
1964 2,472, 975 1,566,630 688, 560 
---SOURCE; Kentucky Department of Revenue, 
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TABLE C-I 
OEFFICIENTS OF DETERMINATION AND REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS OF 
SELECTED INDICATORS OF PROPERTY TAX BASE 1950-1964 FOR 
RUSSELL AND WAYNE COUNTIES AND RUSSELL COUNTY 
Rua~ell and Wayne Russell 
Units ba r2 bU r2 
:Average Pr.ice of Rural $/ 
Property Per Acre Acre 4. 951 .2968 5.973 .4238 
Assessed Value Rural $/ 
property Per Acre Acre 1.041 .6589 Ll46 .9554 
Estimated Market Value $1 
Rural Property Per Acre Acre 5. 163 , 5180 6. 713 . 7252 
Estimated Market Value $/ 
Rural Property Per Acre 
Acre in Farm in Farm 8,202 .6380 9.726 .7463 
aT test applied to regression coefficients significant 
at 1 percent level. Units of b, the regression coefficient, 
measure the rate of increase in the property base indicator. 
TABLE C-II 
COEFFICIENTS OF DETERMINATION AND REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS OF 
SELECTED INDICATORS OF PROPERTY TAX BASE 1950-1964 FOR 
URBAN CENTERS IN RUSSELL AND WAYNE COUNTIES AND RUSSELL 
COUNTY URBAN SECTOR 
County Russell and Wayne Russell 
Indicator 
Average Price Per 
Urban Sale 
Assessed Value of 
Urban Property Per 
Capita in County 
Estimated Market Value 
of Urban Property Per 
Capita in County 
Assessed Value of Ur-
$/ 
Sale 
$/ 
Capita 
$/ 
Capita 
ban Property Per Capita $/ 
7.702 .1154 3.873 
89.626 .9221 106.513 
41.568 .8956 48.355 
in Urban Centers Capita 40.052 .8702 48.111 
Market Value of Urban 
Property Per Capita in $/ 
Urban Centers Capita 192 .805 . 8727 229. 914 
. 0338 
.9774 
. 9472 
.9785 
.9399 
aT test applied to regression coefficients.significant 
at 1 percent level. Units of b, the regression coefficient, 
measure the rate of increase in the property base indicator, 
........... ----~----------~~~~ 
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TABLE C-III 
COEFFICIENTS OF DETERMINATION AND REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS OF 
SELECTED INDICATORS OF PROPERTY TAX BASE 1950-1964 FOR 
RUSSELL AND WAYNE COUNTIES AND RUSSELL COUNTY 
School Districts 
County Russell and Wayne Russell 
Indicator Units ba r2 ba r2 
Assessed Value Common 
& Independent School $! 
Districts Per Capita Capita 16.923 .7441 18.941 . 7688 
Assessed Value Common 
& Independent School $/ 
Districts Per Acre Acre 
in Farm in Farm 14.759 • 3753 16.839 .3210 
Assessed Value Common 
& Independent School $! 
Districts Per Acre Acre 10.848 .4963 14.107 , 9757 
Estimated Market Value 
City & Common School $! 
Districts Per Capita Capita 11.685 .8496 12.686 . 9314 
Estimated Market Value 
City & Common School $! 
Districts, Per Acre Acre 
in Farm in Farm 8.700 .5207 10.675 . 9170 
Estimated Market Value 
City & Common School $! 
Districts, Per Acre Acre 6.070 .6493 7,309 .9033 
aT test applied to regression coefficients significant 
at l percent level. Units of b, the regression coefficient, 
measure the rate of increase in the property base indicator, 
APPENDIX D 
Assessment Rati.os 
Year 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
12B 
TABLED-I 
ASSESSED VALUE AS A PERCENTAGE OF MARKET VALUE 
FARM AND URBAN REAL PROPERTY ' 
Russell ------~: Casey 
Median Meana 
Farm Urban Farm Urban 
28.4 
20.0 
25.0 
24.6 
25.7 
26.7 
27.8 
25.0 
25.0 
22.8 
25.4 
23.l 
17.5 
18.2 
14.5 
39.9 
32.2 
26.5 
25.0 
35.5 
30.4 
30.9 
23.1 
25.0 
26.3 
28.8 
27.6 
26.7 
24.8 
22.1 
24. 8 
29.2 
28.5 
24.0 
2L9 
23.2 
22.l 
22.6 
19.l 
17.3 
17.9 
28.2 
28.6 
28.4 
25.2 
25.2 
25.4 
27.3 
28,0 
25.1 
24.7 
19.4 
Median Meina-
Farm Urban ~ 
34.4 
33.3 
29.0 
25.9 
30.6 
34. 8 
32.2 
32.9 
33.2 
30.3 
26.6 
30.5 
21.5 
20.0 
17.4 
41.6 
32.7 
30.0 
31.3 
33.3 
28.6 
32.2 
27,5 
21. 5 
26.7 
25.0 
29.4 
28.1 
26.6 
25.9 
30.3 
34.2 
30.l 
28,4 
27.9 
27.6 
23.9 
.27. 8 
21. 7 
20.8 
16.1 
--
32.!, 
28,f,! 
31. 
27. 
31~ 
26.2 
23.5 
29 .1 
25. 
23,'4 
24.4 
aMean ratios not available for 1950-1953. 
SOURCE: Kentucky Department of Revenue, 
TABLED-II 
ASSESSED VALUE AS A PERCENTAGE OF MARKET VALUE, 
FARM AND URBAN REAL PROPERTY 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
Cumberland 
Median Meana 
Farm Urban Farm Urban 
34.5 
35.0 
28.6 
32.5 
32.l 
26.1 
33.5 
28.0 
26.0 
25.l 
22.l 
19.l 
20.9 
22.9 
22.7 
34.2 
39.2 
29.3 
39.0 
32.5 
32.0 
23.l 
27.7 
17.4 
24. 0 
21.4 
16.8 
25.0 
24.2 
28.9 
36.2 
26.0 
35.8 
27.1 
25.1 
22.5 
24. 9 
22.4 
21.5 
20.0 
21.4 
32.1. 
28.5 
30.2 
27.8 
25.8 
23.1 
22.3 
21.3 
22.6 
25.8 
26.3 
aMean ratios not available for 
Monroe 
Median Mean a 
Farm Urban Farm Urban 
27. 7 31. 2 
44.1. 45.7 
20.0 35.0 
29.7 46.7 
32.0 30.0 
33.3 21.6 
21.4 22.7 
25.0 25.0 
1.5.4 1.5.0 
33.3 25.8 
25.0 25.3 
1.6.9 29.3 
23.6 25.9 
18.5 1.8.2 
17.1 16.5 
1950-1.953. 
27.2 
33.6 
23.9 
22.7 
18.0 
26.8 
22~1 
25. 
22. 
21.f 
19. 
24 
22.9 25 
17. 6 23 ~ 
19.0 25,ll 
16.4 19. 
15. 9 _l!:~. 
SOURCE! Kentucky Department of Revenue. 
ili'i 
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TABLED-III 
ASSESSED VALUE AS A PERCENTAGE OF MARKET VALUE, 
FARM AND URBAN REAL PROPERTY 
Pulaski Wayne 
Median Mean a Median Mean a 
Farm Urban Farm Urban Farm Urban Farm Urban 
950 34.8 33,9 22.5 26.5 
951 30.5 32.3 18.4 26.7 
1952 28.5 25.0 20.8 21. 5 
1953 29.4 30.8 21.4 20.5 
1954 30.8 25.4 27.6 27.2 36.3 34.3 36.8 39.1 
1955 30.8 28.8 28.2 28.2 28.6 31. 0 32.5 30.3 
1956 30.0 30.4 29.1 27.9 25.4 26.3 28.0 26.l 
1957 23.3 30.6 25,3 26,0 26.7 28.6 30.9 29.8 
1958 25.5 25.6 23.5 25.7 32.5 29.1 33.4 28.3 
1959 27.4 26.4 23. 9 25,0 25.5 25.1 26.6 24.1 
1960 32.1 28.8 28.5 28.2 28.7 25.5 29.0 27.4 
1961 25.5 26.5 21.0 24.6 20.0 23.8 20.7 29.2 
1962 21.2 26.2 21.2 25.2 15.1 24. 0 15.8 23.2 
1963 23.0 23.2 19.5 22.2 18.6 22.9 18.0 22.1 
1964 18.4 24.3 16.9 24.4 17.4 22.2 20.0 24.1 
aMean ratios not available for 1950-1953. 
SOURCE! Kentucky Department of Revenue 
TABLED-IV 
ASSESSED VALUE AS A PERCENTAGE OF MARKET VALUE, 
,FARM AND URBAN REAL PROPERTY 
Adair Metcalfe 
Median Mean a Median Mean a 
Farm Urban Farm Urban Farm Urban Farm Urban 
1950 29.5 37.7 37.l 44.2 
1951 32.9 40. 0 36.8 46.7 
1952 26.7 26,7 38.7 44.4 
1953 35.0 26.7 34.7 26.7 
1954 24.6 35.2 24.4 34.0 35.3 44.5 35.9 43.9 
1955 26.7 31.5 26.0 28.8 33.1 46.0 32.3 42. :;>, 
1956 27.8 27.7 25.4 25.7 34.4 36.4 32.0 30.6 
1957 22.9 31. 3 22.4 22.2 25.0 43.6 25.6 32.4 
1958 19.3 24.1 19.9 24.6 27.8 29.l 26.6 24.4 
1959 19.1 20.9 19.8 21.6 28.9 24.0 26.8 26.3 
1960 17.1 21.4 24. 0 23.l 24.2 21.2 23.7 23.7 
1961 19.5 23.5 16.8 22.4 27.2 30.3 24.5 25.0 
1962 21.6 24. 6 23.6 25.9 23.3 26.7 21.7 28.5 
1963 17.8 25.7 17.6 26.3 24.2 24.0 23.l 25.1 
1964 14, 8 21.7 14. 3 22.6 15.8 26,6 15.8 24.8 
a Mean ratios not available for 1950-1953. 
SOURCE; Kentucky Department of Revenue, 
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TABLE D-V 
ASSESSED VALVE AS A PERCENTAGE OF MARKET VALUE 
REAL PROPERTY IN SCHOOL DISTRICTsa ' 
Year Palaski Somerset Science Hill Fergerson = .... Russell Wayne 
1950 34.8 33.9 33.9 33.9 30.0 -~ 
1951 30,2 35.3 32.0 26.5 22.65 .::, 18.2 1952 26.3 25.7 38,2 28.1 25.0 20,7 1953 29.7 30.7 32.0 39.3 25.0 20.7 1954 28.1 27.1 36.9 27.4 36,2 
1955 31.3 27.7 28.6 37.5 30.0 28,9 
1956 29.3 30.8 26.9 34.3 28.6 24 .o 
1957 23.3 26.7 27.8 30.7 25.0 25.4 
1958 25.5 27.4 23.9 22.4 25.0 32.5 
1959 24.7 26.9 28.8 28.5 25.0 24.4 
1960 29.5 31. 0 34.3 23.6 27.4 28.6 
1961 24.5 28.5 28.4 21.9 25.0 20. 5 
1962 22.0 27.3 22.8 16.9 22.2 17.0 
1963 23.0 23.2 23.7 20.2 22.9 19. 0 
1964 19.1 25.5 21.8 21.6 21.5 18.l 
a All percentages are medi.an fi.gures. 
SOURCE! Kentucky Department of Revenue. 
TABLE D-YI 
ASSESSED VALUE AS A PERCENTAGE OF MARKET VALUE, 
REAL PROPERTY IN SCHOOL DISTRICTSa 
Monti.- Cumber-
Year cello land Metcalfe Monroe Adai.r Casey Liber 
1950 26.5 34.5 44.2 31.2 37.7 34.4 34.4 
1951 27.3 35.05 38.55 44.4 33.8 33.3 31.95 
1952 22.55 28.8 40.0 22.7 26.7 28.0 30.7 
1953 23.3 35.4 34.3 36.9 30.8 26.3 31.6 
1954 43.6 32.9 35.7 31.8 28,5 31.6 33.3 
1955 32.9 26.4 33.8 30.3 29.6 34.8 27.5 
1956 26.7 33.2 34.5 21.8 27.8 33.2 33.2 
1957 30.9 28,0 26.7 25.0 25.5 32,9 28.4 
1958 30.9 21.1 28.6 15.4 21.3 33.1 31. 9 
1959 26.1 24. 7 28.3 26.8 20.0 28.6 29.l 
1960 29.3 21.8 20.2 25.0 18.8 25.7 27,8 
1961 25.3 18.7 24. l 19.l 19.5 31.3 .28. 7 
1962 24.2 21.6 24.5 12.5 25.6 21.5 31.4 
1963 23.8 24.0 24.0 18.2 22.6 20.0 27,7 
1964 24.7 26.7 21.7 16.8 16.0 15.3 26~ 
a All percentages are me di.an figures. 
SOURCE: Kentucky Department of Revenue" 
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TABLE E-III 
KENTUCKY PROPERTY TAX RATES 1950-1964 
CUMBERLAND COUN'"rY 
County Burkesville Common School 
1950 .70 .75 1.50 
1951 .70 .75 1.50 
1952 .70 LOO 1.50 
1953 .70 1.00 1.50 
1954 .70 LOO 1. 50 
)955 .50 l.00 1.50 
.1956 .50 .75 1.50 
1957 .50 LOO 1.50 
1958 .50 l.00 2.00 
1959 .50 1.00 1.50 
1960 .50 l.00 1.50 
1961 .50 LOO 1.50 
1962 .50 1.00 1.50 
1963 .50 1.00 l.50 
. 1964 .75 1.00 1.50 
SOURCE: Kentucky Department of Revenue, 
TABLE E-IV 
KENTUCKY PROPERTY TAX RATES 1950-1964 
METCALFE COUNTY 
County Edmonton Common School 
1950 .70 .75 1.50 
1951 .70 .75 1.50 
1952 .70 .75 1.50 
1953 .70 .75 1.50 
1954 .70 .75 1.50 
1955 .50 .75 1.50 
1956 
.50 .75 1.50 
·1957 
.50 .75 1.50 
1958 
.50 .75 1. 50 
1959 
.50 .75 2.00 
1960 
.50 .75 2.00 
1961 
.50 .75 2.00 
1962 
.50 .75 2.00 
1963 
.50 .75 2.00 
1964 
.50 .75 2.00 
SOURCE: Kentucky Department of Revenue, 
Year 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
Year 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
TABLE E-V 
KENTUCKY PROPERTY TAX RATES 1950-1964 
MONROE COUNTY 
SOURCE: 
County 
.70 
.80 
.80 
.80 
.80 
.80 
.80 
.80 
.80 
.80 
.80 
.60 
.60 
.60 
.60 
Kentucky 
Tompkinsville 
.75 
.75 
• 75 
.75 
.75 
.75 
.75 
.75 
.75 
.75 
.75 
.75 
.75 
.75 
.75 
Department 
TABLE E-VI 
of Revenue, 
KENTUCKY 'PROPERTY TAX RATES 1950-1964 
PULASKI COUNTY 
Fergerson 
Science Com- Somer-
Somer- Hill :mon set 
County set Burnside Eubank School School 
.70 1.15 .75 .75 1. 50 1.50 
.70 1.15 .75 .75 1.50 1.50 
.65 1.15 .75 . 75 1.50 1.50 
.57 1.15 .75 .75 1. 50 l. 50 
.57 .85 .75 .75 1.50 2.00 
.57 .85 .75 .75 1. 50 2.00 
. 55 .85 .75 .75 1.50 2.00 
.55 .85 .75 1.25 1. 50 2.00 
.55 1.15 .75 1.15 1. 50 2.00 
.55 1.15 .75 1.15 1. 50 2.00 
.55 1.15 • 75 1.15 l.50 2.00 
.50 1.15 .75 1.15 1.50 2.00 
.50 1.15 .75 1.15 1. 50 2.00 
.50 1.15 .75 1.15 1.50 2.50 
.50 1.15 .75 1.15 1.50 2.50 
SOURCE: Kentucky Department of Revenue, 
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1. 50 
1. 50 
1. 50 
1. 50 
1. 50 
1.50 
1.50 
1. 50 
1. 50 
1. 50 
1. 50 
1. 50 
1.50 
2.00 
2. 00 
Fergerson 
Science 
Hill 
School 
1. 50 
1. 50 
1. 50 
1. 50 
1. 50 
1. 50 
1. 50 
1. 50 
1. 50 
1.50 
1. 50 
1. 50 
1. 50 
1. 50 
1. 50 
illli . 
l'i 
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APPENDIX F 
Land Value Per Acre and Urban Value Per Sale 
Year 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
Year 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
TABLE .E-VII 
KENTUCKY PROPERTY TAX RATES 1950-1964 
RUSSELL COUNTY 
County Jamestown Russell Springs 
.55 .65 .75 
.55 .75 ~75 
.55 .,75 .75 
.50 .75 .75 
.50 .75 ,.75 
.50 .75 1,00 
.50 .75 LOO 
.50 .75 .75 
.50 .75 .75 
.50 • 7,5 ,.75 
.50 .75 .75 
.50 .75 .75 
,,50 .75 .75 
.50 .75 .75 
.50 .75 .75 
SOURCE: Kentucky Department of Revenue, 
TABLE E-YIII 
KENTUCKY PROPERTY TAX RATES 1950-1964 
WAYN"E COUNTY 
County Monticello Common School 
.90 .90 1.50 
.90 .95 1.50 
.90 .95 1.50 
.75 .75 L50 
.70 ~75 L25 
.70 .75 L40 
.70 .75 L50 
.70 .75 L50 
.50 .75 1,50 
.50 .75 L50 
.50 .75 1.50 
.50 .75 L50 
.50 .75 1.50 
.50 .65 1. 50 
.50 • 75 1.58 
SOURCE: Kentucky Department of Revenue, 
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-·~-~ Com~ 
School 
-~ 
L5o 
Lso 
1,50 
L5o 
1,50 
1.50 
1. 50 
L50 
Lso 
LSO 
L50 
L50 
L50 
L50 
L 50 
City Sc hoot 
1.50 
L50 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2. 00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2 00 
2,QQ..__ 
.1950 
J.951 
''1952 
.1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
.1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
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TABLE F-I 
AVERAGE PRICE PER ACRE, RURAL REAL PROPERTY 
IMPACT COUNTIES 
Russell Pulaski Wayne 
88 155 85 
106 80 68 
153 68 86 
158 100 92 
129 93 77 
101 101 101 
91 99 83 
189 126 86 
130 143 94 
167 142 127 
133 104 119 
135 178 111 
195 148 87 
166 183 128 
232 219 152 
SOURCE: Kentucky Department of Revenue 1954-1964, 
1950-1953 C6urt House Deed Books. Rounded to nearest dollar. 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
TABLE F-II 
AVERAGE PRICE PER ACRE, RURAL REAL PROPERTY 
PROTECTED COUNTIES 
Cumberland Monroe 
54 42 
51 34 
28 32 
53 46 
71 39 
64 43 
32 65 
62 62 
57 94 
44 59 
70 76 
53 87 
95 76 
69 88 
67 114 
SOURCE: Kentucky Department of Revenue 1954-1964, 
1950-1953 Court House. Deed Books. Rounded to nearest dollar. 
'I: !ii' 
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Year 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
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TABLE F-III 
AVERAGE PR.ICE P.ER ACRE, RURAL REAL PROPERTY 
CONTROL GROUP COUNTIES 
Adair Metcalfe 
61 50 61 48 54 65 61 70 69 
64 48 73 
79 56 65 
89 57 71 
71 72 44 
77 86 73 
105 78 72 
105 76 73 
61 95 74 
92 97 74 
103 96 100 
142 108 102 
154 125 155 
SOURCE: Kentucky Department of Revenue 1954-1964. 
1950-1953 Court Ho1.1se Deed Books. Rounded to nearest rlo 
TABLE F-IV 
AVERAGE SELLING PRICE PER URBAN SALE FOR IMPACT COll\"TIES 
Year Russell Pulaski Wayne 
1950 3,320 4,200 3,390 
1951 4,721 5,081 4,725 
1952 6,486 4,458 4,385 
1953 3,584 
1954 4, 047 
1955 3,718 
1956 3,566 
1957 3,329 
1958 4,136 
1959 5,254 
1960 3,912 
1961 5,644 
1962 4,030 
5,470 4,440 
5,362 4, 119 
5,815 5,965 
4,793 3,552 
6, 512 3; 900 
6,295 5,282 
7,625 6A71 
6,737 4;496 
7, 796 5, 949 
7,064 4,140 
1963 4,247 
1964 5 390 
7,266 4,567 
.=:;;:~'--~~~~~.='..<.~~~~~,~~~~£8il~9;1~3:__~~~~~~6::...,_,8_2_0 ___ 
SOURCE: Kentucky Department 
1950-1953 Court House Deed Books. 
of Revenue 1954-1964, 
Rounded to nearest 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
.1954 
·1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1;38 
TABLE F-V 
SELLING PRICE PER URBAN SALE FOR PROTECTED COUNTIES 
Cumberland 
3,166 
3,958 
4, 553 
3,682 
4,920 
4,037 
3,345 
5,838 
7,417 
5,497 
4,980 
5,603 
6,998 
5,563 
6 933 
Monroe 
4, 140 
3,000 
2,900 
3,550 
4,288 
2,237 
4,021 
5,278 
3,304 
4,460 
5,197 
3,521 
4,250 
6,902 
4 779 
SOURCE: Kentucky Department of Revenue 1954-1964, 
1950-1953 Court House Deed Books. Rounded to nearest dollar. 
TABLE F-VI 
AVERAGE SELLING PRICE PER URBAN SALE FOR CONTROL COUNTIES 
1950 
.}951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
Adair 
4,027 
4,402 
3,652 
4,208 
3,795 
5!'~2.74 
(1 , 928 
5,299 
5,761 
5,442 
6,142 
6,672 
5,1379 
5,908 
5 330 
Metcalfe 
3,063 
2,912 
2,500 
2,375 
4,097 
1,728 
2,450 
2,417 
1,063 
3,702 
4,109 
3,556 
2,815 
4,262 
4 560 
Casey 
4,219 
4, 153 
3,409 
4,668 
3,414 
4,341 
3,646 
3,762 
3,732 
4,692 
5,553 
5,170 
5,019 
4,98!t 
5 189 
SOURCE: Kentucky Department of Revenue 1954-1964, 
1950-1953 Court House Deed Books. Rounded to nearest dollar. 
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APPENDIX G 
Population and Acreage 
Year Russell Pulaski Wayne Cumberland Monroe Adair Metca1fe Casey 
1950 13,717 JR,452 16,475 9,309 13,770 17,603 3,851 17.446 
1951 13t59R 38,003 16 320 9:185 13.GOO "l7,300 9,600 l.7 000 
1952 13,296 3: aon 10 1.10 9,035 13,4Cl0 11,000 9.550 16,~00 
1953 12,91.6 3·;,2r0 i,9G!l 8,8~5 13,2GO '!6,700 9 5 401: 16 1 ~00 
1954 '12,090 JG,Ht-:C :5j·71;0 8J7J5 -L1 1 GOt1 JG.400 9,250 lG,100 
195f; 12J~jqf, 3(~:i4.C•C 15yl30(J 8)585 1:~:,Rcn :ti3;J0() 9',,}i}O 15_;800 
1956 12,276 JS.003 15,420 R,435 12,600 15,800 B,950 15,500 
1957 11,976 35,603 15,240 B,285 12,400 15,500 R,800 15,200 
195~ 11,A76 J~,203 15,060 8 9 1.35 12,200 1_5,200 8,650 1.4i900 
1959 J., ,.JiG 3·1,F(<l )4,880 7,9''c :.i,999 14,900 8,517 14,f'iOO 
1960 1){)70\ J-! 9 ,lU-1 14f'';·oc - 3 ;:.·.~~, '."._l,799 14.,699 8 1 3G7 _l_4_,;f27 
]96] 10,927 34,367 14,631 ?,6~2 ,l,650 14,500 8,200 14,320 
J962 10,552 34,332 L4,5B9 7,582 ll,550 14,150 8,100 14,3 
1963 1.0,111 34 1 2B7 14J539 1J1R2 11_,45ci 14,350 s;·ooo 14,31_0 
.19~~ .. 102_ 34,2~ _14,4H9 1,3g2 11,354 14,24~ 7,910 14~1..Lfl.'J 
SOURCE: 1950, 1960 U,S, Census of Popula.tion, 
KrnAgel, Po_pulat:ion Estimates 'tF!\'e~osnties I 
trn.1 ·vt'.·l'-S tt·v r"::-1' ·K.Eint·i.i.cky" 
1961-64; Enn Sc~. Lee and Dave,! 
De1-:,a_rtm.ent c,f R1,1,r:,\-l S<)c-iolt::-i}~/: 
"-'..' AF.l='.g C,- f J 
:\ (;;;:E .~. r; 21 YV I:I ::_;-1-1-.I·· {]OlfNT I :gs 
•e--,·-~~~~:- .. ,;,.-~-•=·•' ~ • ~-·· -=-~G-~ ->~,~----'··-~~,A-a.:.,·· .. ;"-=·•~~-~-~..:~-"='_;, -~ ~ ~ •=-'"'·''•CC~ ,- o 
Year .Ru.;;.;.;,_,.;,(::"i ·1 P,:,]2,ski n·:·i .n1t,e:;.' la:n_d -~'1(.:H:lr()P, A_da:i..t: Met,2alfe Casey 
----~~------:---=·=--~,- ··- -·~-~--~- ·-' ·--~·--~·~C·-= ._.~----~--~ • -''-------------------· 
IN .FARMS 
]950 
1954 
1959 
1964 
Total 
114,501 
112,316 
108,965 
110,276 
299,028 
270;569 
275r9Jl 
207,682 
,451 
178a066 
181,729 
167,360 
Ac1"'eage 180 1 480 4.3_3·r640 309, 7,rJ(.1, 
J.72.3"!.2 
:156,791 
1.47,556 
143,R23 
!99,865 
186,184 
]86,826 
1.78,489 
226 1 38() 
215, 804 
212,282 
194,423 
173 3 5;?7 
161,781 
144t9'.22 
1-42" h-JH 
229, 123 
227,452 
225,225 
214,616 
__ ._;!,96 __ t~·.4j,'.,t) 213_1760 2:3.1 1 5~0_ 189 1 ~·'±() 278,40C! 
SOURCE: U,S. Census 
I County Data. -
1954, 1959J and 1984a Table of .1-1.,gric1.1l·~, Kc::·"l-1:u.c'k:,y· 9 195.(lJ 
(..,.J 
'..}',.) 
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